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Methods f-Or altai'n I-oalatioa rate contoars, f ractionation

n..:zters, atqY-- concentration ~zt rattos, an! particle size distribution

fro=: the Y-ler flellout rode. a-- 617ea. Ic.dame co-plete copuxter

proin-as for estiat' saib1-ton pess-,Lze~, ±raonrate contours,

a=- particle rize pare-reeterz..

Graphical1--.tee-ration of cttt f.va ,'P-lc-.t cver the wate~rsheds

0. servlnj 7:3-iston, -71exas ar-d -. Yorkc City is !escr!'.ed. Yxizu levels of

% ~selectedi con-taz-1--ts at the vater !_,take for ttese cities ur.Ier most adverse

wind eonditio~s -,ere ca.Icizated =!r. rez-te,_ In Vc/UJ as follows: Uew York

City; srZ-9, 6-3 x 10 V Sr-90, 5.9 x 10- ; Ru.-LQ6, 7.1 x 10- ; 1-131,

7.6 x 102 ; CS-137, t.L x 10 ; B--A, 5.3 x 10-2. Hcr.ston; Sr-89, 1.9 x 1-

Sr-90, 1.9 x10 -4 R-.10--, 2.-5 x 10 -13; 2.5 x 10l; CS-137, 1.0 x 10&

It Is conc1lzded th~at the coztri'but!on of indu:ced redioactivity

tot-ec.=ne=1cation o -trsp~e ol o esgiiat

te used to detect ade;,-uteIly tte yresence of substan-tial concentrations

of ZGe1iosot.o;*a In wa-.er un~der eergency con2 tions. For =ore accurate

MCaSUre--ent Of zUe~i cozcentratioas da.-a to safe levels rzore sensitive

equ..tyre~t or r=ezhads of precoace='raticyi of te s a=-s'r eee.Sc

methcd-s or !nstr.-zt5 should extend 1te mrn~ or s sitivity by a factor

of the ord-er of 100 e~l 3hald te re!! %.aaltsble for fleld use. O(.Atlinee

3: ;-.ced4-.us far the &aj;1.-sjs of raziaacti.ty in -water are given. Efficiency

of vaer ieoats-i-Aton tv. vriau.s :zehas is d!scussei.

.8 ody t-.L-~ezs of v~&~tra.d!o!sotopes =_%j '-e .5eter~irned froms

a cozdera~oo o tte e o !sto' --e effectivc decay~ rate, and theIo--drtlao t -, ft
-R4S ~ -.- *.% .Lil. .



atff jdtY tor the Isotope of the cr-itical organ. It, 18 b'eve that
uptake of radioactive Isotopes may be reduced or prevented by selective
tlocking of critical orwas with stable isotopes.
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r. UITRfPCtTICV

The purpose of this study was to evaluate and saummr-'e availnble

information on the problem of water contamination by rmdloactivc fallout

in the e,-ent of nuclear var. Consideration ha. teen given to the current

theories of the formation and distribution of fallout and the level of

fallout that might result from a possible nuclear attack.

Of the various attack ncodels that have ter. recently descrited
( 1 '2 )

the ore prepared by Technical Operations, Inc. ' has been selected as

moat appropriate for the present study. This u.odel app 'aro to have been

well thought out &nd carefully developed, giving due con:idoratier. to the

relative Importance of various military, iaduArlel, eov. ..mental, and

p0-er resource targets. TIz model assumz all dctonatiorns to be surface

bursts, although perhaps a more realistic situation %ould include many

air bursts, which would be more effective against an tuhardcned military

or industrial target. As the type of burst has a congiderable influence

on the fallout produced, it ruot be carefully evaluated in a study ot

water contamiltion.

A thorough analycis of the fallout model of M4iller
(4) has been

made. Zeveral important functions derived from thia model have been

utilized in this study and are discussed in detail in Section II, "SuJrinmry

of Analyjis of the Fallout Model".

Information from the Miller model haG also Leen pied in the

study of poscible levels of contamination by selected isotopes in the water

supply vystcms of Ho'Atton, Texas and New' York Citj. With oppropriAte con-

sideration to the ascumptions made, these recults may te applied to the

watersheds of n nicip.lities othr than tho.c shoun here.
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ThIs study is conerned th the effect of individual nuclear

blab-ts, and does not consider the effects of overlapping fallout patterns.

The complex problem of overlap has been treated by Technical Operations,

Inc.(3) ad others, but additional studies on this aubiect appear desirable.

Tranzport of falloat b surfaee vater has been studied. Evalua-

tUon of the effects of watersbed characteristics on the concentration of

radioactivity in surface ater wold be valuable.

Deconte'nination procedures, both stan.rd and emergency, have

been described previously.(5)(Sce Appendix A) These proceduures aie evaluated

accoling to their efficacies for the removal of variojs radioisotopes and

nlso according to the feasibility of their use after a nuclear attack.

For purposes of this study, it has Ieen asswred that vater.-orks facilities

have suffered only minimal damage, and that personnel will be available

for operation.

A study of published methods of radiochemical analysis and

existing instrumentation has been made. Due to the question of availability

of personnel and facilities it appears that thls information will be of more

value in recognizing long-term hazards than in determining potability in

the immediate post-attack period.

The biological, uptake and resultant body burdens in man have been

oval' ted in relation to the levels of water contamination considered likely.

Fxicting deta has been put into a workable form so vhat the body burden

of o-y of the relected biologically important radioisotopes may be determined

at any specific time after the initiation of intake.

"The Internwil. radiation hazard resulting from nuclear attack Is

of i::jprtur.cc only to those persons who sur-.ive the catastrophc for a

period of several years. As a prlmar annihilator, it is of no consequence,
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as the external dose ocomitasnt with a lethal Internal dose 13 more deadk/

by several orders of manitude. In general, radiation frond sub-lethal

concentrations of internallv deposited radiontclides acts slowly, and

its results do not becoce apparent for years. Therefore, the internaJ

radiation hazard is not among the forces debilitating the popilation and

reducing its Immediate ability to cope with a radically altered environ-

ment. Rather it has long-term effects which culminate In producing diseases

such as cancer, shortening of the life span, and possibly affccting the

germ plasm of mankind to a small degree."
(6)
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11. SLlM OF ALYSIS OF THE O.C.D. FALUfUT MODEL

A. Basic Assumptions of the O.C.D. Hodel

During the Initial phase of this project, the Postattack Research

Divi3lon, Office of CivfI Defense, requested that all studies be based on the

fallout model as develop.d in "Fallout and fRadiological Countermeasures"

A thorough and quantitative study of the model was conducted because the

evaluations of water contaminatian depend dircetly on previously established

information concerning the distribution and properties of local fallout. The

results of the detailed study are now presented in summary form.

The model was based on both eatablished physico-chemical theories

and actual test data, brouCht together by the scaling method. The ratlonality

and simplicity of the basic assumptions provide this model with many advan.

tages. The basic assumptions include:

(1) The model applies generally to a "ground surface" burst, but

it can be extended to other types or detonations by suitable trnnsformations.

(2) The required input data consist of the weapon yield and the

wind velocity.

(3) The radioactive decay schemes, chemical properties and rela-

tive abundances of the fission products are based on the data duvcloped by

Bolles & Ballou (7 ). Yatcoff(8 ) , and Miller and Loeb
(9 ) .

(!) The increase of the fireball volume with time is brsed on

the adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas with the thermodynamic equations

modified to include a term for the change in free cnert< with altitude and

with the external pressure proportional to exp (-rZ/kt)*.

For explanation of symbols, ce Glossary.
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(5) The radioactive cloud is assAimed to have the shape of an

oblate spheroid; hence the ionization rate contours or fallout patter=$

under a coL.s tnt wind velocity are gener&t.y cigz-sbeped.

(6) All values for the dimtnions and properties of the firescall

and fallout patterns are scaled from test data by the scaling method to be

a function of weapon yield and wind velocity.

(7) The cordenriation procecs of rallout is divided into t'-o

time periods: (a) the first period is characterized by the prcsence of

gas and liquid phaces and ends when the bulk carrier or substrate aterial

of the particles solidifies, and (b) the c-cond period i characterized

by the existence of gas aad solid phases. The tempnrature of 16730 K is

used to divide these two periods of condensation. The radioactive material

which condenses in the first period will be fused inside the fallout ;arti-

cles and ge.-r-aLly becomes Insoluble in water. The material which con-enses

during the cecon4 period will be adaorbcd on the outside of the fallout

particle anA becomes readily soluble in water. With these basic assr=p-

tions, the model will yield the Intensity, the activity and atom-concentra-

tion for a rpeclf ic dovr.wtixd area and other, related information.

B. Formution rund Ceomtrf of Stem and Cloud

After a uurface burst, the fireball forms the shape of a sphere,

mid its radii, both horizontal and vertical, expand exponentially "aith

altitude as it risen. Sinee the expansion cocfficientG are different for

the two radii, the fireball grows to the form of an oblate spheroid, -with

a circular t.ovic--s. And an clllpticul uid-viev. hen the fireball reaches

is shaped by thy trajector/ of a continuousl/ cxcpanding fireball and

assumes the for= of an inverted exponential horn.



The initial spherical radius of :he fireball, Rs, the final

horizontal semi-axis, a, the final vertical semi-axis, b, and the final

height of the center, b, of the cloud - are related to the weapon yield,

V, through empirical data as shown in the fo.lolng sealing f'uetions:

Rs  2.09 x 102 W° ' 3 3 3 ft. Wa . to 105 Y()

a u 2.45 X 1o 3 wo. 31 f1t. w a 1 to 105 (2)

b 1 I.40 x i03 W0 "3 00 ft. W a I to 10 5 KT (3)

h -0. 66 x 10 4 WO,44 5 ft. V - I to 28 KT (4)

h 1.68 x 104 W° 16 4 ft. W w 28 to 1o5 KT (4a)

At a g1ven altitude, Z, the horiz-Ital and vertical semi-axis

of the fireball can be obtained by

bk b - (6)

where so, b , k, kb can be solved from the )mno'wn information of R , a, b, h.

The geometry of both stem and clo-il is shown in FiBure 1.

C. Particle Size Par&jeter and Ionization Rste Contours

As mentioned previously under the tasic assumptions, the fission

products are either fused inside or adsortei on the outside or the dust

particles and are inhaled into the fireball. The ultimate ionization rate

contours, or fallout patterns, on the gro'.i are related to the size of the

falling particles. The particle size parazrter, a, is defined as the ratio

of wind velocity, V w, to the average falli:g velocity of the particle, Vf,

lnce it is more concerned with the falling rate thw% the actual physical

size of a particle.



NOTE: The. ..wilcls with sI~ ew .,d
particles wit w valv,.t which
foil s m X I -i"I..,. tho tioud
fell 4iAj W6.I Jq"6 ki g."O

'.. .spw 
1wlr Ic e.e

4,4..

GROUNDO ZalaO GROUND-~ ZER

(COORDINATE ORIGIN AT GROUND ZCRO) (COCOINATE ORICIN Al CLOUD CENTINJ

Figure 1. Geomtry of Stem 8104 Cloud4
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For the stem, It is assumed that the particles at a given altitude in

the rising fireball are concentrated onj a horizontal plane through the center

of the fireball. Therefore, all partieies vrhich have equal values of 1 fa~l

out of the stem starting at the same altitude. Any particle starts to fall

when its instantaneous falling rate, VZ , equals the rate of rise of the Cur-
dz

rounding air mass, S. There is an enpirical relation between V , Vf, and

the fireball altitude Z;

Vz1Vf a p + qZ (7)

vhere p - 0.95, q = 1.02 x 10 . , where Z a 5,COO to 50,000 ft

with partic.e diameter d = 200 to 1,200 microns

p. 0.58, q 1 .74 x 10 5, when Z n 50,000 to 110,000 ft

with particle diameter d a 300 to 1,000 microns

There is also an empirical approximation for Z:

Z a Z0 ( - e'kZ), for t - 20 to 48O seconds (8)

where Z° is a yield depcndernt multiplier

1Z  Is 0.011 see

Thus,

" .d,- (z z) (9)

*0

For values of Z ace Figure 5.



Therefore, the particle size parameter, a, for the particle group

-falling from the altitude Z In

'V V(p qZ) 
(0- -vr. k.(z - (o)

Moreover, it can be determined from geometry of the stem that

- X * a( for Q n; - for .) ((I)

Therefore, ar X and aml n may be obtained for the particles falling

at a distance X from groUnd zero. In addition, the rising and falling time

for particles of a given value of Q ca be determined frum combining Equa-

tions (8) and (10), as shown below

tr (se) - z 1- in!"3ZO+ w (12)
rZ -Vvp + Vwp o

tr (see) - O (CO*z VVY) (13)

The outer dimensions of the cloud are defriwe by

x2 + 2 Z2

- # 7_ (11.)
2  b2

Consequently, amax and amin for the do.niwnd distance X can be

derived, as sho-an by the equation

hX i J2 2 .b2  ( y e &2) a 2  - . h - b(I. I (1)

m h2 2 b2 (l y'/ 82)

This calculation usually includes the 160 rec. average delay time due
to fireball toroidal circulation, -.'hlch ohould be subtracted in order
to obtain the actual rising time.
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(where the sign is + for a , and - for Cain)

Since the cloud is assumed to be stabilized, a. particles witt

the same values of a fall along the same slope. Hence, the times of arrI.val

and cessation for particles of a given Q can be determined from the geo-e.ry

of the cloud

ta a C(h+ z)/V (16)

t - a a(h- ze)/V (17)

where z and z are the smallest and largest intercepts of the slope toa C

the outer dimension of the cloud, respectively.

,(x - Ch) b2 ± abl (a + ?b2 ) (1 _y 2 /b 2 ) - (x -. )2  (18)
a 2 +
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(where the sign is + for z , a-id - for za).

Assuming that the ionization rate, or fallout intensity, ,

vwirLei x.?xponentlaly with do,.nv.in4 distaree, t_.d Its distrrbirtion Is closely

related to a and W, aIto confir-.ed by vrptrical test data, a complete set

of scaling fanctione which defines the variation of intensity vcrsuz dodn.

wirnd distr.ance nd the bi-elliptical outlire of the ionizntion rate contours

is tabulated in Chapter 3 of "Fallout and RPcliological Counteimeasures' ).

Those scaling functions are not rmpeated in this report, but a corresponding

computer program was etablished, as presented In Figure 5. A typical

ionization rate contour for a IOM? veapon yield and a 15 mph wind velocity

is zhown In Figure 6. Since the only Inputs are weapon yield aud wind

vlocity, this computer program is rclatively simple to understand and

to use by others to obtain the infor-mation on ionization rate contours.

It should be pointed out that these contours have been corrected

to a ctandard reference time, H + 1 hour, by a decay correction factor

Ix(t: actual time)
d(t, ) hour) (19)x

This decay correction factor can be obtained directly from a

tyrical close-in fallout decay curve as Zhown in Figure 2 .

Knowing the ionization rate, the exposure dose, Dx, in the cloud

fallout nrean which is oi greater interest than the stem fallout area, can

te estimated by

t

D - IX(t ) dt (20)
a
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D. Condensation of Fallout aLnd Fractionation flumber.

During a nuclear detonation, a tr.endous amount of heat is created

by nt~eleer fisslon and fusion. This heat mlts and also vaporizes every-

thing inhaled into the air ass from the ground and forms the familiar

fireball. When the fireball rises, its volure begins to expand, and its

temperature is assumed to drop according to the ideal gus law. The material

swept inside the fireball starts to liquidify and finally solidify to

particles, in or on which the fission products begin to condense. The,

condensation process Is generally divided into two time periods as mentioned

in the basic assumptions. The dividing tEmperature depends largely on the

composition of the fireball. For a model surface burst on a sail consisting

of silicate minerals this tenperature is aasimied to be 16730 K, as most ele-

ments will have started to solidify et this temperature. Since the two

periods are charactarized by the coexistence of either gas and liquid, or

gas and solid, the vaporization or sublimation presure plays an important

role in the condensation process. Me following formula for the evalua-

tion of the pressure is presented in "Fallout and Radiological Counter-

measures"(4

log * + C (21)

where pj is the vaporization or sublimation pressure for element 3,

gm/sq. cm.,

T is temperature of the fireball, aK,

A, B, C are the empirical constants for vaporization or sublimation

reactions of elementa contained in the fireball which were

tabulated in Y'.iler's manuscript(4)

The established cmputer program for estimating pj is shown in

Figure 3-



Figure 3. Computer Program for Estimating SublimatIon Pressure
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Figure 3 (Continued). Comaputer Program for Estimating Sublimation Pressure
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FIgure 3(Continued). Computer Flrogra=~ for Estimating Sublimation Pressure
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* ~~Figure 3 (Conitinued)- Comuputer Programa for Estimt~ng Mli1mat~on Presst
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Ve cleeantc in the fireball are radioactive an hen"e the nLber

of mole. of each species is constantly changing with time. If yJAW

denotes the eaount of raIion-aclides of element * and mass umber A pr.sent

e-t tire t after fission, then the total amount of eienent J present at time t

is

j(t) - Z t atons or moles (22)

Correspondingly, the total amount for the entire chain yield of

mass nunmber A Is

- E At) atoms or moles (23)YAJ

In which YA 16 constant, except for masu chains containing neutron emitters.

For the first perlod of condencation, the material balance for

elew.nt J between gas and liquid phase Is

Y j (t) yJAYA(t) - rAn'A(t) + rAnJA(t) (2k)

where nJa(t) Is the number of moles of element J with mass number A,

which is mitncd ith moles from other mass chains to

form n moles of vapor, and iu abbreviated to nl, and

r.JA(t) is the numb,2r of moles of element J with mass number A

di33olveI in the n(l) molts of liquid carrier, which

Iz thi' par' cle in the liquiU pha-c, prior to soLidi-

fieation, ani in abbr..viatcA to n 3 .

For a p-:rfc(t Eno, the r-atia btween the mole frnction of 'ler.,:nt j

In the vupor pno.!e anJ that In the ,tuid phase Is

I



0 j

= n l/n(i )  =(25)
"0

where :is the cole fraction of element j In the vapor phase

N is the male fraction of element J in the liquid phase

n is the number of moles of vapor

n(i) is the total moles of liquid carrier

R Is the molar gas constant

T is the absolute temperature

pi is the total vaporization pressure

V is the molar volume, and

k is the enrj's Law constant

Fro= Eq-'ation (25), the following relation between n3 and n can oe

obtained:

DO j k nk 0  (26)nj ="[n(i)IV1 l = nk .)

where k; 0 k 1(n(i)/VJ &r

Substituting Equation (26) into Equation (24.) yields

ZAYJA(t) a (I. i+ ) ZAnJA(t) (27)

The fractionation number of the first period of eoadensation,

r0(Apt), Ij def!.-cd to be the frnction of the mast chain condc.n-Cd, or In

mathematical form

r (A, t) n(t) - (28)
A A I+ k

| i i m3
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Ag4in aceorirg to -'ren.7's Law

%; I

whore f is the N4acity of the element in the liquid phse

Nq is the male fractioa of the element in the liquid phase, and

p is the piatial pressure of the liquid.

IJTo.ever, by Raotilt's Law for an ideal colution

P N Jp (30)

Therefore k p (31)

The method for determining p has been presented in Fquation (21).

The [(r.)/V] ratio is given by a rcaling function

[n(1)/V] a 5.67 x l0-7 exp [-0510 W-O373t] moles (32)eM3

where t, in oeconds, is related to the firtall temperature, T, by

T - I.66 x 103 W"0.010 exp(-0.5 4 6 W'O37 3t)K (33)

t.nd the data of yJA(t) were calculated and tabulated as 11 (A, t) by Bolles

tnd balloa ( 7 ) . "Hence, the fr:actionution number, r (A, t), cun be evaluatr' i.r

the clehints eontained in the fireball.

During the u.conJ p.:rioJ of condensation, if an excess of solid

-u.irce urv- iu preo nt, t~h -. xnt cor-lenz:t l a, .rc/ tine after colidifica-

tior. of the carricr, is &iven by

I_



* n (34k)

where EL' Js the ow.mt of element J condensed oa th 3urface of

the solid particles

o Is the amount of element j that has not condensed in the

liquld carrier, and

n" is the amount of element J in the vapor phase.

For a perfect gas

fu . (35)

vhere pa is the sublizatlon pressure and may be evaluated aeeording

to 3-uation (21).

The materiul balance for element j is

( 3t) - n(t) + n'(t) + n3(t) (36)

Therefore, employing Equations (27) and (35)

ni w - y , " (37)

or
.0

nafE y V EAP A (38)

A JA A JA - f AJ

In this eiuation the partial preisure of each r.clide is propor-

tional to its abunr.ance at any given time, and is given by

pj % Y 0J/,) a( 9A P
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vhe re ry, and

,AJ

Te f rsctlo -t on n~wb-ir of the recor~d p.~riod of coaden~stion

r'(A, Q) is defined to b- th. rraction or the masa chain condensed up to

00

r(A,t) a 1 r fA, t> - V j A (1

whe re V !s the fir,:bcll voliumc aind is given by ccaling the function

V e .C1x 01 xp (0.510 W0 373t) C3

B I. the ratio of fission to total yield, andI.0.23 1E a cotversion conutant changing weapon yield, W, to

r..= :tr 01' fi.--ion-moleu per atom.

Thycically In E'11.r.tion (-'I), po V/RD givee the numbner of molts of clemontJ

in the v.por ph,.se ur-4 0.21 L'AI 0 give the total n'irber of molts of the

elemeut producid zir.4 In eAltte.-Ce at a tivcn time. in the cecond pe-riod.

The co-bin' i terr i.n EZ1-t'on (41) givef the fraction tutill rema.iing in

th-' V.ip~r -tt durr.6 'he ..cconJi period ol' c~o~i-:nL'JLtIofl. The I- r 0(A, Q)

t.-xrm eivt. tCr frvictor. -.hlch hati not coni'n.-cd .n the i14tid~ carrie'r Jlirlng

t~1r I~tt~c~In thQ WrtprIol of conkcr.rartion.
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The fractionation numbers yield the Information about the fractions

of riAloactivity condensed in1 or on the particles, at any time after a burst.

Therefore, the fractionation numbers not only make the conversion between

intensity and activity possible, but also lead the vay to the evaluatoe of

soluble and insoluble activity vhich Is important to biological availability

and radiological co-ntemeasures research.

E. Conversion tetween Intensity and Activity

The con-version between intensity (measured as ionization rote) and

activity density io fissions per unit area is presented in 'Fallout and

Radiologcal. Couxteraeasureo", ( 4 ) based on the simple assumption that

I(t) I (t)(ideal)X XCda~ KX(t) (42)
kX-- AX(ideal)

where the conversior factor, K,(t), is further broken down into the fol.

lowing components

X(t)  = Dqx JrX(t) Ifp(t) + ii(t)) (43)

In whlch

D Is an instrument response factor, usually assigned a

value of 0.75

qX is the terrain shielding factor, usually asslned a

value of 0.75

rx(t) is the gross fission product fraction number, sometimes

also designated as r (t)

ifp (t) 13 the air ionization rate per fission at 3 ft above

an Infinite, ideal plane for a uniform diatribution of

the norwat fiesion proluct mixture, and

I (t) ic the care unit for netron inluced activiies.
Il



Details about tha neutron induced ionization rate, i (t), are almost entirely
classified, but generally assigned( ) 

as 1.9 of I (t). The other components

in equation (43) csa be readily derime&.

Detailed Information about the activities of the U-235 fission

products has been provided by Bolles and Ballou( 7 ) , These data can be

correlated to the data supplied by Katcoff 8( ) and applied to other types

of fission elements, such as U-238, Pu-239 by taking proportions of the

corresponding mss number. This conversion has been systematized anr

tabulated in "Fallout and Radiological Countermeasures". Moreover, Miller ( )

translated the activity data from Bolles and Ballou into ionization rate by

a disintegration multiplier, m. Both tables of correlation aid of disinte-

gration multipliers are reproiuced from Miller'& manuscript as Tables I

and II. Therefore, the ideal or normal ionization rate of fission product

mixture may be computed according to the following fo mula:

where At is the activity of the nuclide at time, t, per 10 fission.

In accordance with the earlier discussion, the fission products

do condense and fractionate with time instead of condensing completely at

the very beginning as in the ideal situation. Therefore, the real ioniza-

tion rate, ir*(t), should be multiplied Individually for each radionuclide

by its fractionation number at any specified time. Mathematically, this

may be expressed by

if*(t) - Em A (ro(A, t) - '(A, t)) (i5)

The r° (A, t) term vanishes in the first period of condensation.

As time increases, the sum of the two fractionation numbers approaches unity.
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TABIX I

Cumulative Mass-Chain Yields of Fission Products ( 4)

(Values are in por eent of fissions}

Mass U235 U2 _3_ 3_

r.rnber Thermal Fission Fission 8-mev Tbermal F'3Ion

Neutrons* N'eutrons Neutrons Neutrons Neutrons :,etronz

72 1.6xiO'5  4.6xlO-4  5.OXlO 6  1.2xlO0 h*

73 l.bIclO 4  0.0012 3.7x0 - 2.2x1O-

74 ( 3 .2 xlO'4)P 0.0034 I..1xlo 0.001 4.lx10 "4  0.001

75 (8.8xl O) 0.0062 8,3x.0' ooo 7.xlo 0.0023

76 (0.0029) 0.012 0.0012 0.0078 0.0014 0.0051

77 0.0083 0.023 0.0038* o.ol4 0026 0.011

78 0.021 o.o48 0.0095 0.026 0.0049 0.025

79 (0.041) 0.096 0.019 0.053 0.0090 0.043

80 (0.077) 0.19 0.045 0.096 0.016 0.075

81 o.14 0.21 0.088 0.18 0.030 o.14

82 (0.29) 0.50 0.20 0.35 0.056 0.23

83 0.544 0.80 0.40* 0.(6 0.10 0.37

84 1.00 1.3 0.85 1.02 0.17 o.(0

85 1.30 1.85 0.80 1.45 0.28 0.92

86 2.02 2.5 1.38' 1.9 o.45 1.15

87 (2.94) 3.3 1.90 2.25 0.73 1.5

88 (3.92) 4.2 2.45 2.7 1.2 1.9

89 4.79 5.1 2.9* 2.17 1.9b .4

Continued



TABLE I (continued)

C1mulative Mas-Cha tr Yields of Fission Products

(V1ez are In per cent of fissions)

4235 .W3 39

" "" .e vla I Fission Fission 8-mev hernm I Fission
! eutrons Neatrons Neutrons I-utr na3 Neutrons

30 5.77 5.8 3.2* 3.7 2.4 3.0

91 5.'. .= .85 3.6 4.3 3.0 3.7
6.03 6.0 1L. 4.8 3.7 .4

93 6.L5 6.4 1485 5.2 4.6 5.0
94 6.40 6.14 5.3 5.45 5.5 5.14

95 6.27 6.3 5.7* 5.6 5.9* 5.6

5 6.33 6.3 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.3
97 6.0) 6.1 57- 5.6 5.*
98 5.78 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.4 5.4

99 6.o6 6,.J'* 6.3* 6.2** 5.9* 5.9*

1o 6.30 6.7 6. 6.0 6.o 6

101 5.0 5.3 5.5 6.5 6.0 5.9

102 4.1 2.9 5.6 5.9 5.9 5,3

103 3.0 1.7 6.6 5.0 5.8* 4.6

1o4 1.8 0.95 5.14 3.2 5.0 3.5
105 0.90 0.54 3.9 2.2 3.9* 3.2

10. 0.38 0.,Q 2 ,.' 1.5 5.oh 3.6
107 0.19 0.17 1.35 1.0 4.0 3.1

1o (0.0,35) 0.095 0.67 0.70 3.0 2.6
1 1, (0.o,))N o.053", 0.32* 0.43 1.. ].91i

110 (.o-o) 0.030 0.15 0.33 0.65 0.81

111 (0.015) 0.0.:2,* 0.0-13 •  0.23+*R 0.27* o.,4

IL: (o.o3) o.o.o** o.o4C 0.19 0.10' 0.14*

11 (o.o ) o.08 0.043 0.17 0.055 0.090

-'or.A M .....
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TABLE I (continued)

C'-z-ulative Mass-Chain Yields of Fission Products

(Values are in per cent of fissions)

Mass _____35 __ U2 38  P239

Number Thelal Fission Fission 8-Mey ThrTra1 Firsion

1'eutrons eutro ns Ieutrons neutrocs Neutrons ,c.tros

1.0 (O.011) 0.017 0.041 0.16 0.046 0.075

115 0.0104 0.0170' 0.040* 0.154*  0.01'i 3.;,69-

116 (0 010)b 0.01b 0.039 O.i4 0.039 0.065

117 (0.010) 0.017 0.039 0.14b  0.038 0.065

118 (0.010) 0.017 0 .4 0b 0.14 0.0 3 b .06b

119 (O.Ou.) 0.017 0.041 0.14 0.039 o.o6.

120 (O.Ou) 0.018 0.042 0.15 0.041 0.065

121 (0.012) 0,020 o.044 0.16 0.01,* 0.066

122 (0.013) 0.022 0.046 0.17 0.047 0.069

123 (0.015) 0.030 0.050 0.19 0.052 0.076

124 (0.01T) 0.053 0.055 0.23 0.058 0.082

125 0.02 1 0.095 0.072 0.33 0.072* 0.14

126 (o.o08) 0.17 0.175 0.48 0.175 0.35

127 (0.145) 0.30 0.39 0.70 0.39* 0.80

128 0.37 0.54 0.77 1.0 0.77 i.9

129 0.90 0.95 1.45 1.5 1.45 2.5

130 2.0 1..7 2.5 2.2 2.5 3.2

131 (2.8) 2.9 3.2* 3.2 3.8' 3.8

132 (4.3) 4.3 4.7* 4.4 5.0 4.6

133 (6.48) 6.1 5.5. 5.14 5.27 °  4.9

14 (7.80) 7.3 6.64 6.5 5.69N 5.2

135 (6.4o) 6.3 (-.o* 5.9 5.53' 5.1
136 (6.36) 6.4 5.90 5.8 5.06- 5.3
137 (6.05) 6,0 6.2 5.85 .V °  6.).'

Cant inued
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TABLE I (continued)

C, Alative NMss- Th-s-n Ylelds of Fission Product,
('Values are Lm per cent of i1pelons)

'.;z J2 35 ,.238 239
1:umb r It. , e r e Fisloa Fission 8-Mev 1her1, ia Fission

Neutronj I ,tr1-x 7Ieutrons ?eutrons !eLt.rons cutrons

5.24 5.7 6.4 5.9 5.5 5.4
139 (6.34) 6.4 6.5 6.0 5.7" 5.2
140 6.44 6.4 5.7* 5.6 5.68* 5.0
141 (6.30) 6.3 5.7 5.5 5.20 4.7
1';2 (5,85) 5.9 5.7 5.4 6.69* 4.9
143 (5.87) 5.8 5.5 24.97 5.4*

1.44 5,67 5.3.*# 14.9* 4.3** 5.2 9* 4.8
1145 3.95 L.2 3.7 3.7 4.24* 4.4

146  3.07 3.3 3.1 3.17 3.53* 3.7

14,1 2.38 2.54* 2.6** 2.7** 2.92* 3.0

1118 1.70 1.85 2.0 2.27 2.28* 2.36

149 1.13 1.3** 1.45 j.9%* 1.75 1.86

1.50 0.67 0.80 1.05 1.45 1,38* 1.48

151 o.45 0.50 0.74 1.02 1.08 1.16

5 0.285 0.31. 0.50 o.66 0.83* 0.92

153 0.15 0.191* 0.32 0.41* 0.5? 0.(0
154 0.077 0.096 0.19 0.25 0,32 * 0.37
155 0.033 0.0,8 0.11 3.15 0.20 0.23

15' O.Ot4 0.023'- O.OC,. * 0.1;* O.14
15 0.007'3 0.012 0.034 o.C57 .o64 0.075

lS 0. c' C. 00) o.o16 0.032 0.0314 0.043
15 ) O.OT17 0.00-.* "" C90 0.0#.* 0.02O-"# 0.02.5



MALE (continued)

Cumulative Mass-Chain Yields of Fission Products

(Values are in per cent of fi.sions)

Mass L.235 U238 r39

Number Thermal Fission Fission 8-Mev Ther Ml FIssion

Neutrons* Netrons Neutrons Neutrons Neutrons :. trons

160 3.5xO-4 0.0012 0.0036 0.0085 0.0090 0.011

161 7.6xlO-5 4.6xlO-.*o 9.'xiO-4  O.O024.d, 0.0:38- 0 * 0.031

*Seymour Katcoff, Fission-Product Yields From U, Th and Pu, Nucleonic.,

Vol. 16, No. 4, p 78-85 (1958)

# *.,. R. Bunney, E. M. Scadden, J. 0. Abriam end N. E. Pallou, Psdlochemlcal
Studies of the Fast ?eutron Fission of ,

235 and L2 38 , Second 'jNi inter-
national Conferunce on the Pcoccial U',a of Atomic Energy, A/Coaf. 15/F/643,
USA, June 1958

"'G. P. Ford, .. S. Gilmore, et sl, Fission Yields, LADC-3083, 1958

****L. R. Bunney, E. M. Seadde, 5. 0. Abriam, N. E. Pallou, Fission _Aelds
in Neutron Fission of PuM3 , USTRDL-TE-268, 1958, Uncl.

a. Parentheses indicate estimated values or where Yatcoff's value was altered
in order to adjurt the yields to a gross sum of 100 in each peak.

b. Line indicates division of two peaks that woo ured for inlividual peak
sums.
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TABLK IT

A!rOfl!zatlo. Dlstrteemto flutlyllers fo
t n FLoo is dctad te Radionuclides-(4

C.U, O r hr-ft alsgcj uclide 10,9 rfhr-tt 2
(disj sec)

wa7 -5Ib -95m 1 .41zn.7t 4,2 Nb1 9 4.56
Nb 2 97m 44Ga.72 14.3 1

Ca-73 2.11 Nb.98 1.Oa.7& 12.4 1.

MO-99 0.772Ce-75 0.216 %111-101.68
G-713.1 Mo120.0

Ge.76 2.74
Tc-9N 0.782AS-77 0.0735 TC-101 2.03As.78 2.51 TC-102 2.45AS-79 0.0

S 8m-U Ru-103 2.99
so 1-81 OL Pu-105 4.36

0.0 lHu-io6 0.0Se?83 12.8

Br.83 0.0174 Rh 0.05Br-84 8.2 0.2838.2Rh 2--105 0.559
eh-106 1.81Kr.83a 0-0959 IRh.107 5.08Kr 1-85m0.973

Yr.2 85 0.0316 Pd.109 0.0i?.87 7.03 Pd-411 5.00Kr.88 7.4o ?4.112 0.0225
Rb-88 4. 30 Ag-109a .7Rb.8 12.0 Ag..l1j 0.175Rb.91 6.67 Ag-112 4.59

Sr:90 .
Sr.91 .3c Cd-115 0.187Sr.92 6.93 Cd .115 1.11Sr.93 1.20 Cd-lilav .-

Cd-118 0.0Y-90 0.008 Cd-120 3.08Y 1*91m 3.24
1Y .91 0.0135 ln-115 11

6.5 In-117 1.36Y-93 0.81? in-lie13.
y-94 6.67 13.1 .035

Zr.95 4s.32 Sn-121 0.0Zr-97 o.346 Sn-123 0.0
Sn.125 6.19
Sn-126 0.0
Sr.-127 3.08
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Table U (coatiue4)

Air Ionization Disintegration Multipliers for
the Fission Product and Other Rndionuclideg

NUCdez 20"9 r/h r. 2 ellde 10"9 r/hr-ft
- 41ulee)"---{ileJ

Sb-125 2.78 CC.1241 0.2470
Sb..26 16.1. Ce-143 2.34
Sb-127 2.70 Ce.144 0..88
Sb-128 13.0 Ce-145 4.22
Sb-129 6.10 Ce-i46 1.60
Sb-131 3.66

Pr-IJ3 0.0
Te 1 -125 0.0525 Pr.1' 0.163
Te -127 0.181 Pr-1k5 0.0
Te 2.127 0.0249 Pr-.i46 6.42
To .129M 0.398
1e 2 .9 1.52 N-ld17 0.968

Te -131. 8.42 Nd.1 9 2.31
Te1-131 2.08 Rd-151 6.44
Te-L32 1. 52

Te -133M 0.790 %-147 0.0
Te? -133 9.12 P- 19 7.25
Te-134 7.89. Pn.150 4.99

PM-151 2.21

1-131 2.38 PO-152 3.79
1-132 13.0 P-.153 4.76
1-133 3.591-134 9.63 S11-151 O.O 44

1-135 9.60 S-.153 0.455
S,-155 1.80

Xe 1.1312 0.207 Sm-156 1.20
Xe1.133M 0.413 Sm-158 3.08
Xe,-133 0.304

Xe-135. 52.69 Eu-155 0.314II
X0 2 135 1.55 Eu.156 5.55
Xe-138  7.89 Eu-157 3.78

Eu.15 7.21

CS-137 0.0
C .38 12.2 Gd-.159 o.430
Ca- 139 1, 78

To-161 0.123
Ba-137m 3.65
Dao139 0.888 U237 1.13
Ea-lhO 1.10 U-239 0.388
t.1 1i 14.22 U-240 0.0
Ba..142 5.76

Np-239 1.11

La.1140 13.0 Np.240 2.07
Lo-.141  0.400
l-.1'2 11.6 Mn.56 9.40
La-143 6.67



The gross Ionization fractionation number, rY(L), Is defined as

the ratio between the ionization rates at H + 1 hour of condensed and normal

fission products. It nay be expressed as

rx(l) f

Thus, all the components for the conversion ractor, K(t), have been cited

and derived. The Intensity-activity conversion, shoen as Equation (142),

is very useful in fallout contamination studies and the determination of

other properties of fallout.

F. Biological Availability wd Atom-Concentration Intensity Ratio

The fraction of radionuclides condensed on the outside of fallout

particles is potentially available for biological uptake. By an analogy

to the intensity-activity conversion presented in the foregoing snction,

the ratio of the nmber of atoms condensed on the exterior of the

particle to the standard intcnsity at H * 1 hour i givcn by the following

formu=a

N*(A) YA r(A, t)

where 110(A) Is the number of atoms (of the end member of the mass

chain and condensed on the outilde of the particle)

which land per squatre foot of ground.

The other terms in Equation (47) are the same as defined previously.

lhe ratio 11Il is called the atom-concentration intensity ratio.

Ao chorn in Equation (12) the fireball rising time, t, is a function

of the particle-saie partmeter, 0. Beca.se of tine dependence this ratio is

also dependent on 0. Horever, the 01 ca" be approximated and simplified by an

a-erua6c value g , which is
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X

Since a does not va.-! with cross.wind dljfifce, the atom-conentiation
0

intensity ratio holds constant as a first approxinatIO11 for all vaIres o. cross.

(10)
wind distance at a given value of damnvjind distorce X . Moreover, as shall

be seen In the following sect'on, a given value of ct represents a group of

particles with a s=all runge in diameters. Therefore, the ratio N;/I is essen.

tia ,y associated with a given Varticle size.

The values of N* (A)/!(t) for six biologliels-Y important icotopee at
a

different downwind distances for a typical 10 MT burst have been calculated

as shovn In Table V1.

This ratio can be applied to water contamfI . tio n studies to yielA

the activity of soluble radior.clides in water suppl1@, , If r'(A, t) is

replaced by r(A, t), the ratio 1*/Q will provide the Information for the activityi

of insoluble radionuelides, since those radionuclideB fased into the cilleate

particles are assumed to be not readily soluble in wiler.

G. Iontzation Fate Contour FisJios and Particle Size fIstribution

Several ionization rte contour ratios have |.ecu defined to deter-

mine special properties of fallout. They are:

(a) The mass contour ratio, Mr(t), which I the ratio of the

fallout mass per unit area at any downwind distance tO the ideal ionization

rate at that location, or mtae-ticalUy:

Mr(t )  ,, m/irx(t )  (49)

where mX  is the mass of fallout per unit area #t any downvind

distance, X

IX(t) is the ideal oaization.rmte at 3 ft aLove an extended open

area covered with fallout.

i - iiiitt*Itt ' ' ~ ' 'A
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The mass of fallout, Mi empirically determined to be a function

of both a and V, is

1B -r f~,0.917 M~g (50)

where f (0) - 533 x 10'12 U1.25 m/fiosion, C' a 0.1 to 0.9

M 5.64 x l0 12 to 0 .69 0 rg/fission, a . 0.9 to 2.0

a 7.14 x 10"13 m /fission Ct > 2.0

According to Equation (1'2). it is found that

Ij(l) z Ara - D(I)q), Ir.(1) irp (I) +* iIt()l S (51)

Therefore, the mass colilsur ratio associated with H + 1 hour, Mr(1),

for a ground surface burst will We

-f0,083 m/sq f
r q- )11 r/hr at I hr (52)

(b) The finuion-produel, contour ratio, FPr(t), which is the ratio

of the number of atoms, or moles, of fission products per unit area at any

dO'mn=Iud distance to the ideal luiization rate at that location, or mathe-

maticallly

Pr(t ) e N fp /IX(t) (53)

uhere ifp la the numbef or atoms, or moles, of fission products

per unit arel,

From the dscusielon or .uction 6., this contour ratio, corrected

to H I 1 hour, for a ground eurt' u burst May be expressed as
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1 16 x 10' r 0 (A) * r(A)-f
"? D() r , 1T. '+ I i'(l)j r/hr (t hr

(c) Ite f!-c .fon of device contour ratio, FDr(t), which is the

ratio of the fractio:: of weapon device per unit area at any downwind distance

to the Ideal ionizat'St rate at that location. This ratio when corrcted to

H + 1 hour may be expr. .zed as

1024
.D i0X 0 r/hr/sq ft at I hr. (55)Fr(1 D(l) qx -W 1.Ti" £p(l) + 'I kZmI

These conto ..r ration predict various characteristice of local

fallout, as they yieli Information about the mass, the number of atoms of

fission products per ,z't area, the fraction of weapon yield per J.nit drea

and other properties Pf fallout at a specific location. This infonnation

is valuable for the d--z.n of fallout shelters and other radiological

countermeasures. Morc--ter, the use of these contour ratios u-. their

scaling functions make. possible the extrapo.ation of a limited amount

of experimental data t! cover a nwber of" operational cases since the con-

tour ratios are not con--tant but are point fti.ctions whore valueu depend

on many variables. Farthcrmore, the average density of the fi;;rion products

can be estimated fro= the ratio of PPr(1) to Mr(l).

Another avwta ,: or the O.C.D. fallout model if that particle

ei'!- groups for any :'_err. c an'.ind loeation can be cstimtc3 by a graphical

method, provided that 'he particle fali-rate is knadn. Sirce the fall-rate

for a given size pirm:'r a does denote a group of partlclc., with a range

of dja.-etero, with th.- ll-ra-e for a t[vcn particle Izc purw.cts.-r krnown,

* the rane of diameter: for a C.-oup of r-.ilcles can bC dter..,d, dC>-_-ritng

on the thickness of the cloud and the altitude from which the Croup falls.
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A farily of curez which shows the size of ideal, spherical particlev falling

through a standa., atmosphere from various altitudes as i fuanction of fall-

rate wi- prepared by D. E. Clark t t) and appeax3 as a ;k(tch in Piga.e 8.

When stlnating the particle size range at a downwind distanee, it

should be first lecided ,whether the source of the particle group originates

from the etem or the cloud. Yhe origin of the particle group can be generally

Judged by comparing the downwivnd distance with the downwind range of the

stem fallout. In case the distance falls within this range, the particle

group prcdominar.t." originates from the stem; otherAse it is essentially

derivcd from the cloud. Within the stem range, the maximum awM minimum a

values may be calcul-ed by Ejdation (11), which is r. laborious procedure.

A computer pragro=, es shown in Figure 7, has been established to solve this

-4-ition. The height of fall for the stem fallout is derived from Ejuation (10)

which is

Z.1 (56)

For particle groups falling Inside the cloud range at any down-

..ini location (X, Y), the crosswind distance Y should first be converted

to the cloud coordinate, y, according to

y - a-(57)
m

.h.ere Y i, the maxin'un half-width of the croscwird di .taiee on a

I r/hr contour, and

a is the cloud radius.

Foll lrow- this coordinate trans'fer, use e.quatton3 (15) anM (13) to

: te-nin, 0 and the two extreme heights of fall, z and . For the actualm
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distance of fall, the height of the cloud, h, should be added. The fall-rate

is evaluated from Equation (1O), which is the defi-nIng equation of a arA

which yields

V
Vf a -

nerefore, with weapon yield and do-nvind distance known, a. with

the help of the fell-rate curves, the approximate particle size distribution

at (X, Y) can be estimated. This Information on particle size distribu.ion

is useful for studies of transport phenomena in fallout investigations.

H. Conclusion - The Reality and Applications of the O.C.D. Model

The O.C.D. fallout model mainly uses the technique of the scling

method, hence most of its formulae are derived from realistic experimental

data. Therefore it serves as a very good bridge between the ideal theoretical

hypothesis and practical empirical data. Moreover, this model has been

applied to several real test shots, and was found to yield very satisfactorf

results. On the other hand, the fundamental thermodynamic theory on which

this model is bazed is quite zimple and convincing, and all the compitations

involved are relatively easy. Another a3vantage of this model is its wide

application, since it gives not only information on fallout patterns VIt

also that of activity, hence it is very valuable to radiological recearch.

Although there are still a few defects, r-uch as conctant wind velocity,

the sole dependence on weapon-yield, and the cigar-chape contour ass p-

tions, etc., this model is generally cor.sidered very realistic and applicable

to the problems of fallout research. Its main applicationc will be rdia-

activity prediction, countermeasure design r-nd biological protectior.



Il.C'VITATIONAL METHODS OF TRE PALICJT MODEL~

A. or-!:tioa at Contours

Although the physical characteristic6 an5d the mathematical approxi-

matin fr te rsin stm obstercled hraverbendisctseedalnt attlrn

lirte ha ensadaot o h fallout cotour are determined gi ven uit

tog vilbedt tiome cuaand rrcet stsndIr small an lmie

Hro t.hei) t he daeea hp fte±alu atr a eapoiae

by th-e overlapping of ellipses, ror both the otvm and cloud fallout.

Thedimnsinsnecessary for constructing the ellipses are the

Forac- the grouzr n the ow ntain ais use:te aealds

andv (se Figre the rrnial dioaco s fo Ithereup opartilesofth

Intesit anda e selected low intensity frohe rear aihnd eloioftye

clodepectively .fteitniyrde
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. 1 X 6  Is the distance from ground zero to an Intermediate po.nt

between X and X7 .
X7 i the dcvain& difatCe f roa 16roun zero) to the peak of

the Inteeswty contourh
X8 is the downwind distance from ground zero where the contour

0 intervals haa a maximum half-width.

The values for these quantities are determined by equations

appearing in the Ionization or Intensity rate cornputer program. Because

of the limitei characters available on the computer printer, the notation

used in. the salylsis of the model had to be changed. The corresponding

notation between the model and the computer program is given Ic I-able ilI.
The following diccussion describes the method for calculating the

x's and how the scaling functions can be found in the computer program in

Figure 5. First, yield-dependent scaling functions for the size parameters

S- C ,y o, a 5 v C 1 9 have been determined from data that has an

effective, or average wind epeed of 15 mph. These scaling functions are

then multiplied by y to correct for the "wind velocity V W. T2 ,3 the

ionization rate between Y. and Xy3 is calculated by two formulas. For yields

W • l00 1 2, 1  0 ,31 ) A Vu where the values for (1) 0

and n were generatcd by fitting curves through the values of a Table in

Chapter Three of Carl F. Miller'% manuscript "Fallout and Radiological

Counterreasures". For W < 100 a curve was fitted through the firzt three

values of 12, given in another table from MiXer and adjusted for vind

velocity by nultiplying by ()*0 9. The re.ulting equations appear on

linee O741 through 0802 in the computer program appearing to Flg re 5.

In all the equations that follad the scalirg function formulas

and constantc arc given in Table IV. For any ccallng furcLlon dependent



y~gure 5.Computer Progrs for Ionization Rate CoatourS
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?~igure 5(Cont'.nueil). Computer Programz for Ionization Rate Contour&
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Fivure (Contin~ued). Cc~pter Procram for- Iaortlot1n fate Contours
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Figure 5(Con2tinued). Ccnputer Pro~rm~ for Ionization Rate Cbntours
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?l~O~ (Continued). CoMuter Proeram for loniza-.Ion R~ate Contour$
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Figure 5 (Continued). Ccoputer Program for Ionization Hate Contrours
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Figur-e 5(Continued). Ctoputer Program for Ionizaion Rate Contours
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Figure5 (Continued). Computer ProgreAI fo. Ioization Rate Contours
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Table M~

LIST CP SYMBOLS

putation o ffotation diu Notation of Notation due
@pmnpter primarul to computer primarily to
_P ogi ilfler proMgram 1Ler

A ELEC Distance from center to
2 2 focus of ellipse of chosen

APPQ a /b contour in uVwind cloud
region

A/F F-1 if W > 28 KT
W ( 1) %° x Cr" C' ' %' a F-0 if W 1528 XT

(used to differentiate

AIP23 Cl 3  scaling functions)

AI5 G G.1 if W < 9 XT
G=O if W 9 KT

A145P

A i( ) Ili 1 , 151 16, 7 18, 19

IC ( ) Intensities of chosen

I+'ll, IYS * (0, i). (D, .) contours

Wtl, BY * (0, i3), (a" ) Li Intensity of chosen
, )' ~3contour 

I,3

H56, B56 * (x, I), 1 x' ,  2) "2,3
5 3 J Dummy variable used as

Y.J. ,B6T * (X6, 16), (.7. L) "i" In I., etc.

M (8, B',189. 47, 11), 1x (y 1) K Ka,

up X K12 K1,2

01 LIT X" L ( ) Array containing constants
for caling functions

D

LA lna-
LAR 

In a/Ra

ila Number of eontoure
studied LAS In aa



Table III (Continued)

LIST (/ SYMBOLS

Notet-! 0  of Notation dHzt Notation of Notation dueprimarily to computer primarily to
Miller program Miller

LAO In XC6 7,9
LI( ) 0~l XPR
LI_ li(r /] 9 ) xM x'ly.n$ W o( x

M ( ) Army containing 
X

*constants for
scaling twictIoii. Xocr
USed In equations in ( I7Tg9involving X' X4 x92 . X8

' ', 7 x7 X7 itetQQ or 0. , X8 xY4 n feet
Rs Rs x87 x -X 7

(SA() X9 X9 in feet
VV X98 X - X8 in feet

v/15 YICC Maximum cloud width at
vW v chosen contour
VW N 

YICS Maximum stem width atWS1l vA chosen contour

v YS Ys
lYxxL' X21,(3 Xy x, X50 YOS Y,

V V

Y8 Y , Y8(V)
XCI 1., 2 Y8 (1XC ,4Y813 Y8(15)XC3 3,I& *.

XCU 5, 7 23 4
2.0o



Table III (cont trna)

LIST OF SYMBOLS
Continued

Notation of Notation due Notation of Notation due
computer primarily to computer primarLl - to
program Miller program Miller

Z99WU1DVEX7Y V Z99YIELDKT W

The slope and intercept, respectively, for a semi-logarithmtic line
tbrough the two points whose coordinates axe given.

The downwind distance (for the chosen intensity) to the fallout pattern
between the points indicated.



TA!Z V

Data Table ror Ionization Rate Contour pog.-a

fr I -q1- N)- for x LN) ?4(r,
(a/b) 2  1 0.486 0.262 23 1.371 .o.1249 21, o.,o60 o.146
n A/IRa  2 1.070 0.096

in A 3 3.389 o.431 X4 25 0.270 0.089

R1 4 2.319 0.333 a5  26 o0i76 .02

I 5 3.820 0.45 a6 27 0.030 0.036
6 4.226 0.1.64 5 28 0.043 0.141

23 7 .0.509 0.076 a8  29 0.185 0.151

In a 8 2.880 o.348 30 -3.286 -0.298
5'Q 31 -2.889 -.0-572x 9 3.308 o.496

'1 10 3.564 0.319 K, 32 -3.185 -0.406
Ye 33

i 11 -0.054 0.095
ri 314 -1134 .0.07412 3.850 0.481 6a 35 -1.225 -0.022X6  13 4.255 0.200

1 33 6 0 .9 8 9 .0 0 3 7

T 15 4.268 C.305 .0.020

16 4.005 0.596 yc ,.8 '2'166 -0.552X8 17 4.410 0.315 A/H 39 -o.431 -0.014
40 .0.837 0.267

18 5.190 0.319
19 5.202 0.311 1 41 -2.503 -o.4o4

Y 20 3.223 0.4OO

21 3.644 0.46722 4.og9 0.186
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var'iable, for exampl% H (height of cloud), the program determines which

formula should be used. The equation for H appears on lice 0613 of the

contour program.

The following chain is then started

H - F? (5 4, W) line 0613

F(M, w) . EXP(U1(R, W)) line 0454

IyF(1., w) . 2.3025851 L(N) - LW - M() line 0467

The progrnm then finds for W < 28 XT that F - 0 since

V greater 28 is false and F is a Boolean variable. Therefore for N a 5,

one ftndz in the Table r; that L) - 3.8 20 nn4 4(5) - 0.45. ?be

complete equation of H for W % 28 K is

H a expf(2.3025851)(3,820) logeV Oi15], (04)

logeH - (2,3o25851)(3.82o) + logeW o.445 , (59a)

or

log,.o3 - 3.0 * 0.445 loetov. (59b)

The variation of 2 nd X3 with wind speed dependa on the wind modified

parameter Ct2 , 3 (lines 0713, 0717). The equations ror X end X. are then

2.303 log r 2.3

.(Zoc. V 86.36) 6)X4 --. - (61)
(1 9.273 x 10 CvW)

I
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or a( Z . 1900) (6ia)

4 ( 6 1 a)0~

for 1 n ph wind velociet'.

q'e equation.; for the distances X6 through X9 (line 0995) akre

given by

For - 6, 7, 8 an1l 9

6.6ox 10i 1 ' Q . Ito 28 K' (62)

S1. 6 x10 w a& V . 28 to 105 XT (62a)

The above t1--)At.crt al-o hail for when a Is greater than &/h. When

is 1se thi-' or e;'z-- t3 a/h, then X5 is deteymined by

* 6, (4 x 1o~0  4"5 .a 14 t3O -01i.2+ z o 2 XT (63)

55

or

lf 10 W 0o10 - 1.40 x 103 W* 0  + ~~;I W-28 to 10~ KT (63aj

x5 5

JIdLYLthe 11'~ .9 1~ ~ and I are set equal1 to 15mp

The eqw'. I Owl for r~n ! 17 omL I ~on lines 0951 through 0961. 18 is

r.etenaiaied J'rum a l~ihi line betwcti (x 70 1 7) and (x 9  19)

th the ..s 13 a~ vj.'iy crdieuinted.

ACIA- X thro-~ X mnd their correspon~ding~ intensities have been

fona ;~ can then te dr--n of the, IrtenGity profiles or elevations~.

A Plot or ef (1 t:vln-, ii-tance X for a 10 IMPT wcrnp.n 10 given in

pIgare 4, tlr can set Of t'n~t~ the Interocti-on (dO.Jmwin3 dictance X)

of the Co~'p"' ellipzsez vf~th Y m 0 can be rcu4 off the graph.



Ia the computer program semilog equations were found for the

Intensity vs. Distance curve so that any pre-selected intensity contour

iztervals were Inicluided in the comptAer printout.

11ext, to find the lateral locations or width of the contour

patterns for the stem, the half width Y for the stem fallout is needed.

is defined as the lateral distance from the center-line of the stem

pattern to the lr/hr at 1 hr (for 15 mph wind) contour (lines 1216-.1220).

A semilogarithmic line from (I2,3P Y - 0) to (1, YS) is then calculated

on line 1315. Using this equation the lateral displacement of any intensity

coatour of the stem can be foun..

The maxLmum pattern half width for the cloud, Y8, is the maximum

distance from Y - 0 to the lr/hr at 1 hr contour when the wind velocity

Is 15 mph. The calculation of Y8 with its variation due to wind speed

occurs on lines 105 to 1092.

To find the lateral displacements of the contour locations

between (X , 0) and (X, Y8 ) a semilogarithic line from (17, Y ' 0) to

(1, D - JIY82  (18 _ X7)2) is calculated. In lines 1236 through 1347

the X + Y and foci are then found for the ellipses. Using the information

Ju the computer printout an ionization rate contour map can be dmrn.

(igure 6).

B. Fractionation Numbers

1. Firot period of condenvation

For a ground surface burst, the ratio of the total moles of

liquid carrier to the molar volume n(l)/V is computed by Equations (32) and

(33) with V w 10 MT or 10,00 XT, and T a 16730K. They yield

t u 53 see

(n(i)/VJR 3.25 x 10'2 atm.
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For z yyicsl teent Sr. 8 9, the procedi-fe Of finding its frmctioni on

numsber of firZt, period of condeniratiofl r (89) iz, gi.ven beluri:

r, cay chain~ of Sr-89:

S- -bB 8.4 -%Xr.-.-Fb -- *-Sr

n + Yr8--Fb 8

Here a retutron-emitter is involved. 14t the Polles ani Pall3ou

dates bave alrenly iacl.'4Lel this effect, hence no alterctiora needs to be pun

on the. number of 'itome N(A, t) in their u.3fk. M.oreover, the value~j ca3ic.u ted

by them recording to G3.ecdpnin theory are genwrralily cons-.dtred to be more

reliible yrA &Lco use ; 1n the fol-'ow~ng calc~..ations.

Be ISrKr aSr

k0 3. 1308 x 0 32.00 1.8.62 1. 1 8 x 10'l

Ni.A, t) *0.21. 309 94 3

*"~A' t) .0.21. 309.21. 403.21 406.21

YkA, t)- 6.363 x 103 o 4.791 3

I + i

L lf(A .) 6.363 x 10' (2) 6363 4.797~ 7.797'

r0 39 0.0303 0 0.0119 201219

The r k&)9) for Vr, Fr, Pzb L-.r' the by-productt-

2. ' ceor I po-r od of carI nroj

7he fr!-ctlot~atiOfl nir.,Lcr of r..'ecrd p'-rl.t:i o1l condencition r; A t)

dep-nde very m~ich or. Ithc timp. ani the eLer'-ntu !riolve*1 in the dtecay chain.



When the time !s vll, the sublimation pres.ares of most

elements are still quite significant, and the values of !J! are uaually
lFT

greater then those of OZ.3 1W. In the eecond per .od of condensation

a portion of each such element remains In the vapor phase. Therefore,

In computing, the ratio cf these two values should be set equal to unity.

As time increases, the -. blimation pressures of all elements except the

rare gases and As and Se, decreaue sharply and soon beco.e negltgible.

Therefore, the second jcriod fractionation number for a mass chain not

involving the rare gases and As and Se will be greatly simpllfleM.

r' (A. t) - 1 -Lr(A. ()
00

Four typical examples are given below

(a) 10 XT ground surfsce burst, 60 see after burst, Kr (83)-

Decay chaini

Ce -- As Ws e * fr -v-Kr
2

This Involves a cplit ch&an, but the Bolles and Ballao data also have

taken this effect into account.

Oe As soI Se2 Dr Xr

r.( 8 3) - 0 0 0 o.oo66 o.O066

l' o - I 1 1. 0.993 0.993

V(83.60) - 0.13 21.80 16.80 12.30 Q

-- 0.13 21.93 16.93 51-03 51.03

N,(1.r )i -- 0.13 21.80 1.80 12.20 0• 0
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-- 0.13 21.93 16.93 50.93 50.93

p (2)8216 (9)3578 34.53 34.53 0.2o86

V 307  71 7.AX 7.1 T.41 7.41 7.41

- . 1 0.9980 0.9980

r( 83) 0 0 0 0

* Note: r(A, t) can not be a negative value, hence the alle.et Is zero.

(b) 10 HT ground surface burst, 1.47 min after burmtSr(Y)%'90).

Decay chain:
Br-- r -. 4 -fir -

Br Yr ft Or

r0 (90) - 0 0.036 0.1378 0.1378

1-r- 21 0.96 0.862 0.8622

I(90,88) - 67 339 1o6 o

IN - 6 140 5L1 511

N".(1-r,)N - 67 325.8 91..4 0

iZn - 67 392.8 W.8 39.8

S(4)305o m (6)4338 0 0

o.awr 108 1.9e 192 1.92 1 1.92

EN;. 0. 9698 0.7686 0.736

tr(90) 00 0.0936 0 .0936



(c.) 10 MrT gro.-nl surface brst, 1.47 min after burzt, Ge(75).

Decay chair,.

Cu- Zn -

CU. Ca c
r,(75) - 1 1 0.6716

X.ra 0 0 o.3284

-(?5,88) - (3)!2 0.0459 0.0536

3)2- 0.0460 0.0996
u(1.ro)! - 0 0 0.0176

- 0 (11)2288

U2b x 1n 1.92 1.9k 1.92 1.92

U -

"- 
(3)4268

'L3 M.2EM7 -0 0 0.0018

r'(75) - o 0 o. 6

Rote: In computing Y3, the individual ms number dependent cqnvcrcion
1'Lcto QC)for 1?35 to-238'ctor QA o to k oho dd be multiplied to each radionuclide.

"" a :Aae(A)N(A, t). Q(A) can be calculated from Table I

(d.) 10 M? ground surface burst, 6.77 mln after burst, Sr(89).Dccay chain

wv s'hcwn in Section (a.)

Se Br Jor Rb Sr

-0. 0.0303 0 0.0119 0.0192
Iro -0 o.997 1 0.9881 o.98o8
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N(89,406) - - 84 267 Z6

IN - M 84 351 4-07

u"-(x)r )5 - 84

ON84 84 8

Pj 0 0

" IN 0 .2393 o.

ro(89) - 0 0.7488 0.730k

3. Gro Fractionation N.mber

The gross fractionn.,oh h.umber, r, or r., is def .ned ty Fluati:n (ii).

The two Ionization rates, I (t) ond If* (t), In this formala are def'i d t7

Equations (45) and (46) respecttVa4 Y• The comp.tations are atraightforwar ,

though tedious, once the valu,= Up the fractionation numbers, d.sictegmtlon

multipliers and activities &rc kl'oWn. The variations in the ionization rates

of worma fission products wjth iJjqe, or cimpl y the decay of normal fic

products, for U-235, U.233 ajw vuzZ39 have been calculated and are tab;

In Table V. From this table, ti- iormal ionization rate of V-238 at 1! + I

hour can be Interpolated and uoltlred as

ifP(Q) - 6.W3 x 10 1 1 (r/hr at 1 hr) / (fic-sion/c 4. ft.) (65)

for a 10 W surface burst, the (a(icflcnued ionization rate; for four diffe:ert

fireball rising times have tc_ .ujIjPutci and are lifted with the val.ea of

gross fractionation nwaber& ¢c,,V~jll-d from them:

t r x(

=53 see P t 'ax1 0.388



60 see 3.255 x 10"13  o.467

1.7 miZ 3.873 x 10'13  0.554

2.15 mn 5.W9 x l0 ' 13 0.721

litnee the firetaU Z..T, t, 13 related to the particle size pcra-

plater, or, by E1uatio- (-, r,(t) is al,3o a function of a, eowtimes

donoted as ra(t).

j;. Act vity-Co nat tZ e- n : ity Ratio

"with £quat-r. ".) &.A (48), the activity concentration intensity

jtito for any Isotope e- -v-, da 'n'ind location can be readily computed. The

Vtdues of the ratio f.'r t-:- .- oloelcally important ibotopes in a 10 HT

.kirface burst are . arA zhown In Table V1.
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TABLE 1

Decay of' Iormal Fission Products from U-2.35 U-23,8 and -f-239
(~r/r at 3 ft above an infinite plnne ror 10- i' ssions i .r sq. ft.)

Age U235 U -23- 8 Pu-239

Yea", Dlb loum _ Thermal. Fission (8 Mev) Termal Fission

0.763 (8)9977 ( ) (8)9960 (8)9329 (8)8907 (8)8750
1.12 (8)6648 (8)6632 (8)6172 (8)5866 (8)5761
1.64 (8 )149  (8)4153 (8)3827 (8)3592 (8)3537
2.40 (8)2 453 (8)2484, (8)2256 (832071 (8)2o65
3.52 (8)1410 (8)1450 (8)1303 (8)1166 (8)1196
5.16 (9)8079 (9)8418 (9)7582 (9)6642 (9)7098

7.56 (9 )4786 (9)5014 (9)4587 (9)3986 (914398
11.1. (9)2964 (9)309 (9 2897 (9)2555 (9 2821
16.2 (9)1804 (9)1869 (9 1792 (9)1626 (9)1761
23.8 (10)9716 (9)1094 (9 1073 (9)o00 (9io63

1.45 34.8 (10)6305 (10)6428 (10 6393 (10)6235 (10)6360
2.1.3 51.1. (10)3730 (10)3786 (10)3817 ( .J 69 (10)3811

3.12 74.9 (10 2276 (1012319 (10 2365 (10)2470 (10)2362
4.57 (10)1483 (10)152 (101556 10)1645 (10)1546
6.70 (11)9986 (10)1031 (10 1039 (10)1099 (10)1021
9.82 (11)6774 (11)6972 (11 6899 (1)7244 (11)6655

14.14 (11)14490 (11)4587 (a1 4462 (11)14650 ( 11)14226
21.1 (1l12910 (11)2940 (11.2845 (11)02953 (11)2660

30.9 11)1813 (11)1807 (11)1762 (11)837 U1'1 045
4,5.3 11A1061 (11)1039 ( 034 (11)1092 112 97T
66.4 (12)6055 (12)5807 (12 5910 (12)6360 (12)5728
97.3 (1213676 (i2,3497 (12 3559 (12)3896 (12)3543
143 (12 170( 122090 (12 2079 1 32o (122200
208 (12)194 (121164 (121133 (12 )1287(12)1180

301 (13) 4874 13)1 (13)4733 13)5707 (13)5170
1.2 438 (131399 13)1373 (131525 13)2135 (13)18

.78 650 (14)3884 14)3758 (14 5517 14)9083 114 76902.60 (14)2031. L4)1975 14)316o 14 94 14 352
3.80 14)1444 14 )1432 14 2213 (114)2594

1.58 14 )154 141)1158 (11411603 114)4)42 1116

8.18 (14)1026 (114)1021 (114)1291 15)9971 (141)1225
12.0 15)9432 (15)9293 (14)1094 is, 8452 (14)105?
17.6 15)8310 (15)8211 (15)9164 15)7377 (15)9160
25.7 (15)7183 (15)6987 (15)7431 (15)6219 (15)17668

M*) Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of zeros betvreii t..e decimal point
and the first significant figiire.
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D. Particle Size Distribut.om

There is almost no data available on particle size distribution,

nor has any rigorous theoretical approach been made. However, using the Ocaling

functions of the previously" discussed simplified fallout model, estimates

C3n t-e made of the particle size groups that fall at any downvind location.

Given the fall velocity and the Initial altitude, the size of

spherical particles falling through a standard atmosphere can be found

In cures prepared by D, E. Clark.(ll) At any downwind distance X the

first Information needed is the maximum and mimimun a size for the particle

groupz arriving at that location. Because the fonrulae for am and min

depend on whether the a group dezcends from the stem or the cloud, it waz

decided that the X-coordinate intersection of the logarithmic line connecting

(X 3 0 1 3 ) to N 4 ) (point 3 to point 4 ira Figure 4) with the logarithmic

line from (X,, 1 5) to (X6, 16) - extended If necessary - would be the

division mark. For any dowvnind distance less than this intersection X

coordinate, the source of the particle group Is assumed to be the stem.

Then (a and a for the stem may be solved by graphical methods or

by the following computer approach. Es.entially a Ncvton-Raphsou Iterative

procedure is performed on the following function to find separately

oand asia"

VyP Vp
ka (c Zo - - a(za - i-

f(a) .3 (0 log(X + l c% (c)
2-303(a +4 - +

where

ka is the exponential constant for the fireball major axis eypsnsiont,

Z is a yield depernent multiplier,

0#



kz Is an empirical inverce time constant, 0.011 sec'

V,, Is the wind velocity, usually assigned to be 10 mph,

i9 the ccmtat-- in the empiric.. fro=eoA o VZ /Vf, 0.95 wbekA

Z * 5,000 to 50,000 ft., d . 200 to 1,200 microns,

q Is the constei!t in the empirical formula of V z /Vr. 1.0 x 10' 5

when Z a 5,000 to 50,000 ft., i - 200 to 1,200 microns, and

ao is the Eajor rv--i-axis or the fireball at ground zero.

The Iterative proce-ire Is

S Initial estimAte (67)

CL " %r(o) (68)

If the sequence of' 's approach a limit, then this 1 Is such that f(Cr) ' 0;

or a is approximately equal to a or a depending on the sign of the

number enclosed in the absolute value symbol of Equation (56).

When the downwind diztance J greater than or equal to the X

Intersection coordinate, it is aosumed that the fallout originates from

the cloud. For particle grours falling within the cloud area at any (X, Y)

location, the maximum and mInt=lzm Q values can be calculated by:

hX -7 1 2(. 2//j
oe * 1 a *Y2 2 )h- ly/ 2

where Y i translated to y b." S-&;atoa (57).

For ay Cc value, the fall-rate Is given by Vf ,, The height of fall

for the stem fallout is

( :a k_ - %,)
~ * ~ 2Vp)(70)

a k V
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For the par.Iile -rxoups that originate from the cloud the maximun and

ainimum heirt of fall is given by

afX -4)b2 t a 4 Wb2)1 I_ b

Using this informetion calculated in the particle Eize parameter program,

Figure 7, and a et of curves prepared by D. E. Clark, see Figure 8, the

approximate particle size distribuLion at (X, Y) can be estimatei.

For a 10 MT detonation, and for various dovnwtnd distances the

maximum ar.d mini- a; the fallin velocity, V the initial altitude Z

and particle dia eter i& are given in Twa. VII.

Pecent work by CLirk and Cobbin(1 42 is closely related to the

subject of this report. These authors ur-ed the came fallout model as

described herein for the calculFtion of particle size and radiation

Intensity at varying distancee from reund zero. The results obtained

are in good agreement with those herewith reported for weapons of svillar

yield.
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MV MMJED RADIQACTVITY i ILS1

Elements can be made radioactive bv the action of thermal neutrons

which excite the otable atom making it unstable &nd radioactive. As thermal

noutrons ar liberated in a nucl,-ar explosion, there will bi some induce3

rndioactivity in the soil. ryr.d the detonation site. A cmall portion of

this coil will be taken up into th" fireball of the bomb (for a ground buret

or near ground bur:t) and l-ccone part of the total fal-lout.

C (1.3)
A..U. Klement' in his report concerning the potential radionuclides

produced in weapons detonations, liuts the activities of thc various nuclides

that are induced in the soil. A total of 1026 neutrons per KT was azsoumd to

be liberated, which agrees within a factor of 15 with that of 1.5 x 1O2 7

(14)
neutrons per KT calculated from Giazstone " The compoiltion of the coil

Lh.,t was used for theue calculations is given in Table VIII.

Figure 9 egves the decay of the induced radioactivity in coil. The

data was obtained by takiag the contributions of the various nuclides givcn

in Table IX and stwing them for the various timea after detonation up to one

year.

Figure 10, "Integrated Neutron Pl.-x as & Function of the Slant

Range in Air or 0.9 Sea-Lievel Dcrniity for a I-Kiloton Explosion" chows the

neutron flux versus distance for a 1 KT bomb. 7beve cuve' , as given by

Clsnstone (14) were integrated ovr a e aa vith a 2,500 yard radius and

were used to correlate Klement's values.

S.nftle and Cha.pio (15) give a dctailed dl'eu:- ton concerning

induced radioactivity. A muthod for calc-Aating the Induced radioactivity

Involving tables and form.ulas toi aleso given. 71hij mthod var .c to prpaz1

the data In Table X in order to correlate the data givcn by Kicmet'1 3 )

;' and ,hy-n In Table IX.

- s • - 0- , o o - .° • • a
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pAL VI
4cpsto f-h &M olAse

FImn ywtgtbwlh
1.0S 84

Fa1.60 C& -7

Ho ~0.80 I02

Al 6.80 0.04

to 1.90

D.~it: 1.3.8 va/cua.cm.
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TABLE IX

Raioactivity in SoiU3 (e/r)

d 0 1 hr i day 1 month 1 year

I24 1620 0 30 542 a a

5 87 54 7.05

28 83,7o 1.5.9

S1 3 1  991 773 1.76 a

.32  1.21 1.21 1.15 0.276 a

laa

"  204.5 1914 50.0 a

Ca 45 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.263 0.057

CIS 9  1100 135 a

T151 156 0.0015 a

HU56 2122 1655 3.82 a

0.55  0.110 0.110 0.110 o.io4 0.087

jie5 )  0.014 o.a14 0.31" 0.0095 o.oooO6

a - lesa than one curie per megaton

The formula for the radioactivity Induced in any element as given

by Senftle and Chompion ( 15 ) li

At I k)1-eo9 )(e-o.693 Q/T) (72)

where

At activity, In disintegrations per eeond, after the nulid

has been removed from the flux for a period 0
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'1 W4 24,80

A.28 1,250,000

S131 12,300

P3,
I 1428  1,2500

ca 4,.67
ci49  16,4o515

1, 4,730

Ma 36,200

,e5" 0.580

IP59 o.665

(a) Aosumeu M soil

(b) At one minute after dtoution; decey time equals zcro

- A.*V -",-



activation cros sectior. in equare centimeters for

2200 M/See, neutrons;

f thermal flux in neutrons Fer square centimeter per

second;

N - the total number of atoms of the elenznt in the target;

k a relative abundance of the Isotope from "which the

radionuclide is formed;

t - time of irradiation;

a time of decay;

T - half-life of the radionuclide form-d.

The product (o *ink) in Equation (-2 has been calculated for a flux

of 1012 neutrons/sq.cu.ee and for the numter of atomz in I g of the target

elcment. The value, designated A, are listed for each element by Senftle

and ChampionrP S ). The values for A can be corrected to any neutron fluxa

and weight or target elermnt by multiplying by a suitablc factor of propor-

tionality. The corrcted value of A a ID given by:

A ' 3[ j A8  (73)
6 10 1

where W is the weight of the element in the uample, and

f i the neutron flu:,.

The formula used in the calcultions was:

At  -A' (I - • O '-0 3 t/T e-O.(93 Q/T) (7)

takcing t 1 mm and 0 0 0.

, -'1T - -



As a special ca.e, "where t is knovn to be less than 15% of T,

L further *I-plifIed torzi& was used.

S ; e23( (75)

Values used for A ottained ty SenPtle and Ch pioa, are listed

below:

N - 1.39 A :- i °  Ca 4  
- 1.7 3 x 108

M 2 7  a1.3 x 2.54 x 107

Al. 4.79x - 9.01 x10

S -
3 1  6.74 x :,7 N56 - 1.39 x 1OL "

55 8- 3.69x Fe - 4.56 x 1o
42 59K 1.0 x la Fe 2.26 x 10

In clculating tht -!&ta of Table X , a neutron flux of 0.91 x 1016

nf-lutronz/sq em per megaton w. assumed. The total weit.t of the soil involved

was taken 48 5.92 x 10L1 1,=-. This value was calculated uzing a 2500 yd

rudiu3, a 1-ft depth, an ave.---e density of 1.18 eu/cu cm, and with a soil

conposition as that givcn ft Ziblc 111. The IrrsAdlation time (t) was taken

03 ore minute.

The data presented .: Table X agrce recaontb)4 well with the

data pres tted ly Klement in ?nsle IX. This agrome:t is within an expected

factor of 15 es thQ neutron - ued was a factor of 15 highcr than that

aasumed by Klement.

Plnleville ( 16 ) sta:l.j that the radioaetivlty of the fio.Ion products

from c pcl,-.r expoJion ov 3-,.' the induced ralioactivity Uy a fuctor of

approximAt.ly 103. t:en tha. thie tenda to make the contribition of the

4ni-,icd rAlosct4vijty alwcst ta-!igible there ame conditions under which the
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induced radloactivity might pl a detectable part. The induced nuiclides.

that form roluble *alts will be readily dissolved in both surface and

ground water and therefore will add to the contamination of the water

supply,

It has been generalLy recognized that the activating neutrons

will penetrate the coil before the blast wave arrives. Some of the

activated coil will then be taken up into the cloud due to the cratering

effect and thereby becomes part of the total fallout. According to

Dr. C. P. Miller (I) the induced activity in the coil will be about

0.019 (1.9 pex cent) if the ionization rate due to normal fision (ifp(t)).

ThU fraction will, be a small percentage of the total ionization rate.

7bia eatimate at the induced activity is applicable for a 100% fission

yield, asuming 0.8 neutron capture per fission from U-238, regardless

of weapon size.

It has also become establLhed that the induced activity will

predominate for a total fusion bomb. For a c0% fusion and 50% fission

boa, the induced actLivity will be relatlvely small, except for a short

perlod indlatey after detonation. However, activated sodium and

an polum my contribute materially at a later time( 7).

It is therefore concluded that the conLribution of Induced

rdioactivity to the contaminatlon of water suppliea will not be signi-

f'icant,
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* V. TRANSPCRT OF FALLOUT PARTICLES BY StAWACE WATER

Transport of the insoluble portion of fallout may be divided

into four general phases, transport in atr, transport in overland flow,

t ransport in stream flar and transport In i-esorvoirs. Each of the four

phases may be treated as a s.eparate topic. Of the latter three, only

transport by rftream flow ass been considered in any detail., overland

transport and rezervoir transport are mentioned only briefly. Transport

in air is discussed in Section II of this report.

There are three major limitations on any stream-flov tranfport

analysis. These are: (1) the complex nature of sediment behavior In

streams; (2) the paueity of data concerning fallout, especially data

concerning prticle size distribution or Lhu zelation of radioactivity

to particle size; and (3) the obvious impossibility of obtaining otrcam-

flow data for every reach of stream. These limitations precluded an

analysis of the quantity of sediment resultin3 from the fallout of a

given burst, although work on the quantity of' fallout is now being done.

it could not be determined t)-at a certain wcifht of sediment would fall

on a water surface or what the particle size distribution would be.

Computations arv available, hovccr, from Glasstonc( ) and

the OCD fallout model which gives certain rmlationshipz betwccn 1A#rticle

sizes, downwind uictance carried, and total activity.

Glasstone chows that 99 per cent of the total activity of

fallout is carried ty particles of 400 milc)as or less in diamcter.

This relation of particle size to total actvlty was derived from

Figure 9.187 of Glasstone's book( 14 ) and i. cho,-n as Figure 11 or this

report. The method contained in this section is based on this relatlon-

ship.



Particles of 400 micron diameter are on the order of magitude

of normal stream sediment. This means that the particles carrying

essentially a.l the activity wi7U. remain ir 3~spension, or at leact

will not settle out immediately. It folloVs that most of the fallout

particles which land on the water surface or find their vay into the

stream from overland transport will te carried by the stream &nd will

present a hazard at some distance downstream.

A relationship of particle size versus downwind distance

carried was computed In Section II of this report. (Table VII). Data

from that table has been plotted in this section az Figure 12.

The folopiin general assumptions were made;

(1) Uptake by biological organisms Is negligible.

(2) The stream chemistry is not such as tt. dissolve ordinarily

irsoluble particles.

(3) Effect of flocculation on vettling rates is negligible.

(4) Weapon size (5MT), wind speed (15mph), ar.1 fallout pattern

are used to correspond with other cections of this report.

(5) Radioactivity of particles over 500 microns may be ignored.

Further avsumptions am. made and discussed in the text. Some

of these asr-.mptions depend en the nature of a specific stream, some

require further invevtigation, and come which are considered negligi ble

in an tiproximatp analysis may accur e a proprtionally greater importance

In a more detailed computation,

An estimate must bc mndc of rtream width, volum'e, and surface

tira. This ray be done by equating the cror-ccectlonal area of the

.trcnm (at a gaging station) to a rectangle of equivalent nres whose length
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Is equal to the stream width. This is chown in Figure 13. The length

of the strem between an- two sections iC considered to be a straight

line equal to the distance along the stream channel between the two

sections. Each section of the stree may then be considered to "be a

truncated pyramid lving on its side with its *tzc* thc cquivnlcnt rec-

tangles. (Or for the section containing the source, a complete pyraid,

since the source is considered to te a point.) Concentrations may be

found using the volume of the pyra-ids.(l 1 )

Intensity (roentgen/hour) contours for a given burst are super-

imposed on the watershed. The intensities may then be converted to activities

(atoms/sq. ft.) for insoluble (and soluble) portions of the vorious icotopes

under consideratlon by use of Table VI. Details of thio method are

discussed on page 95 through age 958 of this report.

It fallout landing on the water surface is acoumed to mix uniformLy

within the reach of channel enclosed by a given contour, an activity con-

ceat iton amy be computed using the idealized channel shape. This concer.-

tration vill move downstreta as a unit, and the time of arrival and time of

lapse of this concentration mn' be found at a point downstream by convidevirg

the particles to move at man utream velocity.

By plotting the various concentrations from unitu under given

intensity contours as ordinate agngast time as abcissn, a series of horizontal

bars Is obtained. These may be averaged graphically to obtain a tire-

conccntration curve for the otrem. Note that concentretiton is expr-:.ed

as activity rather than particle concentration.

Py use of Figure 12 a maximxm rwrtilec :ize at a given point

downwind from the blast mV be fo,.knd. The -a.ximua size prticle landing

'.4 lb ,l l . , f -. # ¥ .£ ; 
, ~ ' ' - ' ' ' r '

": L=' ' .- ' ' ''
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on the stream reach under consideration is compared to the maximum particle

size which the stream will carry in suspension. If the maximum size particle

is carried the 1t" is to be assumed that smaller particles wil also be

carried, and the method remains valid.

If the stream vill not carry the maximum size particle, then

some percentage of the activity must be regarded as going into bed load,

which travels at a much slower rate. The only "way now available to find

the proportion of activity which would go into bed load is by assuming

that if particles of a given size are found to settle, that all particles

of this size or larger will settle out, and all smaller particles remain

in suspension. The relationship of particle size to activity given by

Glasstone (14 ) may then be used to find what percentage of the total activity

would settle out with the larger particles.

The ability of a stream to carry particles of a given size or

smaller is best defined by what may be termed the effective carrying

velocity of the stream, i.e. that velocity below which settling of particles

of a given size is most likely to occur. The effective carrying velocity

is obviously not related to the idealized stream channel used to compute

concentrations, but is rather a function of both channel characteristics

(actual channel width and depth) and flow, as well as particle size and

sediment distribution. Stream flow data, no matter how accurate or com-

prehensive, cannot cover every mile of channel. Conditions which will

produce the greatest possibility of a'ettling must therefore be generaliza-

tions of what is known of the nature of an individual stream.

r'article size d16L.ibution in air is, unfortunately, not known,

except for maxim=m and mlnimum distance which a particle of given size will

travel. There is no way at present to compute the ntunber of particles



per unit area landing on the watershed. Sediment co.centrationo cannot,

therefore, be co eputed. This is the reason for eomp~t4ng concentration

in termi of Ptetivity. Adltiowal falLout data, p'irticuirly on Par.Icle

di:,tribution, &nd L ditional study or. sediment co-centrationa are needed

to ;tpport. the asaunptions that the fallout, particlec mix uniiormly,S tht prrticl, will go out of rui.p rncion according to size, anJ that

particleo wove downstream at mean stream velocity.

In order to approximate actual ttram conditions, close scrutiny

of u-..ps ur. existing stream-flow records will be req-Alred. large-ccale

topoeraphIcal mvp should yield much Informa.tion on channel conditloas

and stri .m-bed slopes. The U. S. Geological Surveys and Corps of -ngincers

pablich or have on file not only gaging-ctation records but much special

peticnrement data.

.- No analysis has been made for transport resulting from oyerland

flow. Fallout landing on the land portion of the vatershed ir eon,'ide:e&

lct of an immediate problem than that larnding on the water surface,

aind will probubly prsuent no immediate problem unless it is mining

tt time of fallout arrival. (In which caze, incidentally, the fallout

in-y be intensit.'ld.) Suboequent rain may produce a cecond activity

WIk tat a w(ater intake by vw.shing particle s into the stream. It i of'

!n+crzXt to note that at Cawceta Hydrologic Laboratory it was found that

mtch of the runoff which woo formerly cousidered to flow overlund actually

Fc-, *.nder the Lurface, or alternates betwucn sub.z-ir-':iec aril ubovc-:*urfaceI0 -w. in work with va~ioactive tracers at (/sweets, rect difflcult. was

e q-o.ice, in £ndirg a truccr which would follow the water at the came

LW(-, ta the water. !.ozut of the Isotopec uzed at Coeeta tended to stay

.,..?ar tte point wlere thcy 'were applied. Tne-,e 2tuiet were carriei out
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on steep slopes on which there was a higher percentage of surface runoff

than on the came soil at a lesser slope; however, the Isotoras used were

not absorbed within partieleoi.(19)

Particls which go into bed load may present a long term hazard

because of the slower and more irregular movement of bed load. A bed

load analysis will be required if it is round that large particles, in

spite of their p.sscssioa of only a small percentage of the total activity,

are found to actually carry a dangerous amount of activity. The smaller

the particle size that is found to settle the more significant becomes

the bed load analysis. Note that such a bed-load analysis complements

assumption 5 on page 86.

Transport in reservoirs is more likely to produce settling

because reservoirs are more likely to approach quiescent conditions.

Calculations will probably be simplified because the conditions of reser-

voir transport more closely approaches the condition of settling in a

quiescent basin than do the other phases of the transport problem.

This method was presented not only because it Is the one most
likely at present to produce usable results, but because it provides an

outline of the problem of stream transport. Assumptions, questions as

to their validity, and areas requiring further study have been pointed

out. Computations have not been included because it is wished to ascer.

tain the validity of some of the assumplons, and because sufficient

study has not teen made on specific strcams. This treatment therefore

constitutes only a good start; however, further study in the same manner

should produce results of known validity.

Il
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A.tb problemtioAn aPPrOtX' tO tt . roblem of water contamin.otton by radioactive

faulout wa taken vh!& 'o,2 give a more reliable set of concentration

Yalues than those alva ate! previously. The values presented in Quarterly

Technical Report Ito. ~We =xImIzel, in that they represented a case In

which the highest Co=te-r tmtj that could reasonabl" be expected at H + II hour from aW kind of t'-tr.ck ar environment, except for possibly a very high

megatonnage attack. PoSla.1j'- i; presented a more detailed and realistic

approach to the problem. M-- values herewith reported represent specific

cases in vhieh envir*-c--e-tA! = other factors have been considered, and

It is believed they are at 1,i .t of the &&w order of ragnitude as would

be expected following z nuclmr attack.

Only the c4t-es of 1uston, Texas and 'ev York were chosen for

a full scale evaluation. Si-ae the values calculated for these two water-

sheds were in good coireLnt., It was felt that the results could probably

be applied without ser- s eror to the other cities previously considered.

Excellent watershed data vas vrailable on both cities, thus facilitating

the calculations cors dere-1j-r.

A physical -t$-r- was performed over the considered watersheds

and reservoirs to give resU.&tc specific isOtope concentrations at H + I

hour for variously directed l1 mph winds. As before, the case of fallout

contamination from that fai in the reservoir alone was considered as

wve as the case of rz *- -- c .=-naton from the entire watershed.

B. Calculations

Since large zc:J.e . of both the Houston and flew York watersheds

were available, tras7-re--t 3-.rlVs were superimposed over the watershed

See Appendix A

% %
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;I-eLs .rd t-prp-.rte (rrids sc ,led irn. T7iet~ drida conseteI of five mile

,,qires for .a&ter_-hed ax--a, -.r d t_-'o miL equr_ for the re:er.,oir areas

wh*,r; tzgvtgh, to app;. 14r tI howc tihe gri 11-ahe aerrcd

.e:~i ~ Me Te roud -Pro of s. 5 MT, veapn d. to:n&tjon 'v~s locatedi

.3a to give 3L :'"AUo'.t P-At ..- 'J7C fc'Il on the watershted -'or the .5mp

o'In l. v ~~oz ind .;o~ erc 1: o cho n fl o ez to give tione

b..s for cc~p5r1son a=i to sccan. for posztibl seasonal vartatior. It

i ; Qj*-)Vo. fronx the &-Ogrpk~ :7- Ne York ruid hiouton that the wind

dirctAlons frc= the Pas' and north woJ-d give rise to a r.' gigiblt: azourt

of ftallo~t Q,!r s-h. r w~~U~'ater.;Aeds, so that there wini dir.etions

wtere omitted.

Jae tt~aes 1.1'-t .ere evdtuattd 'jer as follows.

Ct.~e la Forietor - Crovrsd zero ia do,,;ato'n Nouston a.-d the wind direction

is Cro2 !.he soi~th.

Caze Tb Fou;:ton - Gro'.nr' zero is downtown !!ouston n. the wind direction

is from the vest.

Ca,! I1a tVev 'fork - Ci'ou.d zero i-- Central1 Park and the -A.nd direction

i s from th ~ c oith.*

Caje 11b New Yurk - ",romi zero £3 BinEhamftor, New Yorks, and the wind

directio is fomn the vest.

Se-p'rate evaluatior,4 werv mu'de for cnch of th- Ce cif*2s with reopect

to con',-iraina-.on fr'i,- tnt rcer.,.ir an-! tthat f rom~ riuff of the entire water-

1% CU-!- t c.eOf oit th cornc'.:.ti-utli; of acti1vity wao calculatcd

for cr&C of th,.' Vr:!. irt~c'. fad.lot co!.t.ujntaktiofl for c~mpuriaon

F'or the. rtbevoir Lt,.y thz ----,a of th, -?.ipcctive reservoirs

i!.hr e:.ch sonile grid uws feid by plw.u'Imter. In thQ l'oucton wcater-Ahed
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there is onl:' one reservoir and in the New York watershed all six reoervoirs

empty into one so that the problem is somewhat simplified if complete mixing

is a3GU~td. T--e Ce,,troid of each selected grLi &rea, ws catirnated, and its

eoordinatez -easu-ei w'ith respect to ground zero. An Intensity was then

ae.iged to e.-sh set of coord!nateN and It was assumed to be constant over

that spe~cific area. The Intensity valuea were chosen according to whether

the specifie-d area was either covered by the uiy'ind or downwind elnud,

Those values3 related to the up.4ind cloud "vere arrived air by interp)olation

;ct'.'cc- pw- vio.Lsly estimated Intensity. contours, and those of the down~wind

cloud were arrived at by Interpolation of" computer calculated contours.

To convert from the intensity over each area to activity in

. atoma/sq f t in eah rea, the value of N (A)/() from the fallout model,

for each Izotope considered, was taken as its value corre~londing to the

downwind diutanee X. By multiplying the appropriate ti*(A)/,(1) value by

the intenolty orver each square, the concentration in atomr,/oq ft Is found

for" each are-a. By then nultipl,7ing each atom concentration by its cor-

responding area, the total number of atoms in each square or the grid is

found. The total number of atoms of each Isotope at H + 1 hour In the

reservoir was then found by adding uip the contributions flora each square

over the r--cerzoir. By assuming that complete mixing has occurred, the

concentration of activity in the reservoir in atoms/liter my be obtained

by dividing b=y the total volume of water In the reservoir. The coneeno

tration of c-ach i.sotope considered at H + 1 hour, for the Houston and

T'ew York r.:-sr-xnoirs Is shown in Tables ) [ and XT along vith the equivalent

activity in pe/ni.
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Table XI

Activ!.;t Concentrations for Direct Conta,&Inntion

or the Houstoa Reservoir

_ooth Wind West Wind
Isotope Ator.sl -er mc/rL Ato.,s/iiter Pc/ml

Sr-89 4.6 x !: 1.9 x 10, 5  4.6 x 109 1.9 x 10"5

Sr-90 10.9 x L09 2.3 x 10'? 10.9 x 109 2.3 x 10-7
Ru-i06 5.1 x IC9  3.0 x 10 6 5.1 x 109 3.0 x 10'6

1-131 9.8- x .09 2.7 x 10' 9.8 x 109 2.7 x 10'
Cs-137 5.3 x 1.14 x 10'7 5-3 x 109  L.4 x 10' 7

BA-140 13.7 x 10 9  2.3 x 10' 13.7 x 10 9  2.3 x 10 " 4

Table Xii

Actlv -f Concentrations ror Direct Contamination

of the Ne York City Reservoirs

South Wind Wcst Wind
Tsotope AtoP'-r imi Atoms/liter PC/ml

Sr89 2.9 x 10L0 1.2 x1Q "  3.9 x 1010 1.6 x 107

Sr-90 5.6 x 100 1.2 x 10'6  6.9 x 1010 1.5 x 106

Ru-106 2.5 x 1010 1.5 x 10, 5  3.0 x 10 10 1.8 x 10,5
1-131 5.6 x 1010 1.5 x 1O"3  6.8 x 1OI1 1.9 x 10,3

Cr-137 3.7 x 1010 7,3 x 10" 7  5,1 x 1010 1.0 x 10 - 6

Ba-14o 7.0 x IC10 1.2 x 103 8. 1 x 1010 1.4 x IO0
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The &eN-t.ytty concerv- ions for the Houston reservoir (Table XT) are

the same for south wind and vez. -wInd because the came intensity contour falls

across the center of the reser-)2r in ooth cases. When the wind is from the

south, the right hand portion if the contour crosses the reservoir. With vLnm

from the west, the left hand r=.ton of th4! contour is involved,

A separate evaluatic- of stream contaminution was made using a

randomly selected creek feediaz the Houston reservoir for the purpose of com-

pqrison only. This sclected f-.d Ltreca (Cypress Cree k) ran perpendicular to

the downwind fallout axis and -t:=-p'ed into the Houston reservoir. The evalua-

tiou was curried out in the -. ,nner as that done on the reservoir. The

stream was assumed to approximt- e an Isoceles triangle with the baze repre-

centing the width of the stre=a Touth. Tv.a mile lengths were laid off and the

trapezoidal areas calciluted. 1--tensity valties and activity conversion values

were chosen as before to obtal-. the total activity falling directly on this

stream. To present an estimat1:z of the concentration of activity is the

stream, complete mixing was a.s-md. However, it Is evident that the activity

will realty move in a slug type_ of formation, completely mixing, if at all,

only when the radioactivity re=.es the reservoir. Although sone mixing during

stream flow will occur due to t.rtulence and diffusion, the presentcd case

will never be actually attaine, ;inee countercurrent mixing is unlikely.

From the presented values in Ti-le XIII it may be seen that some build-up of

actiVity may occur in areas iLrr.:ately nurrounding the stream feed-in points.

H wever, this build-up will no* represent a cerious problem in the studied

case because of its distance fr- the municipal intake, and the relative time

elnpsed from the time of deton.-.on to the Intake time.

The second case atud:.-! was that of the conta-.ination to te expected

aosuming riroff from the entie -Itehed. ' This stuuy was made for both the

New York and Houston watersheds, the method being similar to that of the first

-4-, * . . .. ...



Table XII

Activity Concentrations for Cypress Creek (South Wind)

Izotope Atos/liter p.%/ o.

Sr- 8 9 2.2 x 1012 9.4 x 10'3

Sr-90 5.4 x lo2 1.1 x 10-4

Ru106 2.6 x 1l2 1.6 x lo03

1-131 4.4 x 1o2 1.2 x lO'L

Cs-137 2.5 x 102 !.9 x i0"5

Ba-14O 6.8 x 1012 1.2 x 10"l

case. Five mile grids were used, bovever, instead of two mile grids. Wind

conditions were selected identical to those of Case I. To culculate the actual

amouiat of radioactivity (soluble fraction only) that reaches the reservoir,

the runoff coefficients supplied by the respective municipal water works were

assumed valid In that they represent a ieuLxmum value to be expected. The

calculated activities are therefore eonsidered to be maximum values. The

actual rrdioactive runoff coefficient will actually be less than the aqueous

runoff coefficient depending on (1) the Instanteous moisture content of the

soil, (2) the duration of time from detonation to rainfall, (3) ion-exchange

and absorption in and on the soil, and (4) plant uptake. Th,: calculated

values of activity concentratioas of the selected inotopco at It + 1 hour,

asuming complete dilution by the composite l-kes and streams in the watershed

for both Houston ani New York is presented in Tables XIV oand XV. The factors

involved obviously vary widely from one environment to another, 0o that general

assumptions made from any particular reserroir should be applied with caution

to other situations.

,L • • , z . - - .,|4 -. -!.I , - ". C ". " .. .. *...... ".....4 I ~ f } "-':" :=:':""' '' ="""# ;"""
, n II I ! n
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Table XIV

Activity Conc-.t rat ions for Contaninatlon from Runoff

r,: the Houst-z Watershed

South Jini 'est Wind

Isotope AtoM3/liter PC/-- Atos/liter Pc/i

Sr- 8 9 4.5 x lo 12  1.9 x 10 2  3.6 x i010 1.6 x l0 "'

Sr-90 8.8 x 1012 1.9 x 10, 4  8.5 x 1010 1.8 x 10- 6

Ru.106 4.1 x 1012 2.5 x 10' 3  4.0 x 1010 2.4 x 10 , 5

1-131 9.2 x L0012 2.5 x 10- 8.4 x 1010 2.3 x 10 3

Cs-137 5.3 x 10 12 1.0 x l0 4  4 .3 x 10 8.5 x 1o .7

Ba-14O 11.3 x 1012 1.9 A l.0 "  110 x 10 10 1.9 A 10- 3

Table XV

Activity Concv.is, rations for Contamination from Runoff

for th,' 1!,!w York City Watershed

South Wind Wert Wind

Isotope Atoms/liter .c/Mi Atomo/liter uc/ml

Sr-89 0.36 x 102 1.5 x 10, 3  1.6 x 101 6.8 x 10 . 3

Sr-90 0.65 x io2 1.4 x 10' 2.8 x 102 5.9 x 10"

Ru106 0.29 x 10 12 1.7 x l0"4 1.2 x 1012 7.1 x 10'4

1-131 0.65 x 1012 1.8 x 10 2.8 x 1012 7.6 x i0 "2

CO-137 O.18 x -012 9.5 x 10' 6  2.2 x 10 12  4.4 x 10 5

Ba014 0 0.8 x 1012 1.4 x 102 3.4 x 1012 5.8 x i0'2
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C. Conclisions:

It is not the purpose here to draw any conclusions in regard to

the biologieal hazard resulting from the concentrations of artivit:y presented

in Tables XI - XV. This aspect is being considered elsewhere in this report

and also ty other investigators.

It may be prudent, however, to consider the relative value of

the previoxs calculations. It must be remembered that only a 5 T wcapon

van considered and that all concentrations are for H + 1 hour. Thus

for any other size weapon, appropriate revisions in the fallout Model will

.dve to be made before it may be applied. As for a multi-bomb attac k,

one cannot but accept sow method based on addittvLty. Complications

arrive here, as far as forming a model is concerned, because of ground

zero locations. Since H + 1 hour values of concentration are given, one

may apply suitable decay curves to adapt them to any specific stream flow,

reservoir flow-throug, or intake time, etc. for a particular watershed

system.
It is not to be implied here that the Houston and New York values

are representative of all municipal reservoirs. However, they do present

a reasonable value to be expected irn a realistic case, and alco demonstrate

the ease vith which an evaluation may be made. By making such an integrated

evaluation for any specific watershed and applying local conditions, the

relative radlological hazard may be estimated.

The Houston and New York values will be seen to vary from the

potential values if unusual conditions prevailed such as would occur

during a dry spcL. However, the effects will be so.-chat cowitertalanein"

in that hi&h recervoir concentration due to lo. volr,e will be somewhat
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of tset by the lack ot runof contaminatlon. It is doutte4 tbat Wmtural

Sconditions, unless very severe, v. chazge the concentratIon of actlvlty

by more thg am order of" magniti&d

IA
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Vri. KiALYSIS OF RADIOACrIVrMIR WATER

A. Wldiochemical Methods
i~i . 1. introduction

In most radlochumical analyses the steps are concentration,

separation, purification, and couinting. Evaporation and ton exchange

are the tvo principal methods or concentration, but may not be necesuary

if the level of activity is sufficiently high. The individual radio-

nuclides are usually separated by means of preetpitation, solvent

extrection, or ion exchange elution. Purification of the individual

radionuclides usually follows standlard chtemial proceduros which depend

rainly on the solubility characterictica of compounds of the radionucliden.

Coryell and Sgarman (20) have described purification or mwy of the aore

important radionuclides. Radioicotor.e are counted using appropriate

instruments, depending on the specific isotope and the desired accuracy.

"Carriers" are of prime importance in wet radiochemical procedures.

,The mochanioms snd usage of radioisotopic carriers have been well defined

by Overman and Clark (2) A carrier which is normally the stable isotope

of the clement being determined or a stable element with very similar

propertic0, is added to increace the total concentration of the element,

becauose the radioactivity uiiU normally be present In micro quantities only.

Hence, if the carrier is not added, part of the radioactive material Will

usually be lost, even though employing the most scrupulous analytical

techniques, By weighing the final ivolld to be counted, and knowing the

original w'oount cf carrier added, the percentage chemical and physical loaa

r.ay be ,alculated. By acsuming car.plcte interchange of carrier and radio.

nuelide, the came p rcentage or each will be lost, and the original concen-

tration of activity may readily be calculated. The carrier Itself is

MAN



ncrmally added as a solution of a soluble salt of carrier element

prior to any chemical procedure. Carrier addition !2 used exten3ively

throughout the described analytical procedures, &I.-1.h soe carrier-free

determinations are now coming into use.

There are several compilatirn ayailable Y"Ich describe detailed

procedures for the quantltative determination of =%=-, radionuclides (20,22,23,24)

Post of these methods have been proven and are in .njneral use.

2. Pricedures for the Dete.nination of 2pecific Rs'-nuclIdes

a. Radiostrentum

Strontium-90 has been generally recogni e !- "-i being a very blo-

logically hazardous radionuclide as it accumulates t= bone. Due to Its

relatively dangerous nature, wide interest has been aroused to find a simple

and rapid method of analysio for otrontium-90. V,-t!ues that have been

in use for several years are still finding videst ue because of their

accuracy, the time consideration being less importlnt in peacetime.

Strontium-89, perhaps somewhat less of a tazard than strontium-90,

because of its shorter half-life, will also be prefent in fallout contaminated

water. Separate anslyses of strontium- 80 and strir'tVm-90 are thus desirable.

5trontium-89 activity i normally found by subtratttoa of strontlum-90 from

total radiostrontium concentration.

(25)
(1) Radiostrontlum and Radobarium by ,,1 n.e Separation

Strontium and barium carriers are added .- A the Group II cations

are precipitated as the carbonates. Partial sepasrv'aa from calcium Is

acco-plished by nitrate precipitation in fwming ng:. ' acid. The remaining

calchu: nitrate is then extracted with acetone. VOL,-V earths and other

trivalent cations are removed by tio hydroxide ocaiv'er.Lngs. Bartu is

finally separated from strontium by precipitation m barium chronate. Stron.

ti m is then collected as the ox&lste and counted. 2'%, barium is converted
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1-r'n the chromate to the ehicride for counting. The lowest level of detection

f,,r radiostrontium by this ;ethod is 4 x 10-8 tz/ml and for radiobarium,

irV7 Ie/ml. A pre=LsLoa cf about 10% ray be obtained.

The calCulatlo-a of the total anount of radioactivity due to either

1:4 .Uiostrontum or radiorar"._, using an Internal prorortional counter, is

, .ie by use of the fclcArn equation:

UC ne-t eC

iijare A - efficier.cy factor,

B ehemical yield,

C a self-a'csorption factor, and

D a volume in liters.

,i formula also holds true for determination of the other radionuclides

A variation of the precedirg technique was introduced by Koo (26)

Ater the separation of strontium by carbonate and nitrate preeipitations,

1, ,4gtim remozal is effected by barium chloride precipitation in a hydrochloric

.jud-ether system. Any l.th .num-140 which may be present from barium-140

t,:ay is removed by a ferric hydroxide scavenge. ensitivity in the 10'1 0 Me/mi

~i@o ~is obtainable by thls procedure.

(2) Strontl=r-- by Solvent Extraction of Yttrium-94 27)

StrontiWm carrier is added and carbonate precipitation is performed.

c carbonate prccipLta r e is dissolved In hydrochloric acid and the colution

Paavensed vith hydroxide. ".e strornti'n is again precipitated as the carbonate,
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vhieh is then aowed to stand, thus Permitting yttriumn90 ingrowth. The
yttrium to extrarted vith tributyl lhosphate e,',u1ibrated vith 14N nitric
acid. FWUm Lng ex cretton, the yttrium is vished from the orgnnic phnse

vith O.i N eO 30 dried in a planchet, and counted in an anti.coinctdence
teta counter.

A deeontavir.tion factor of approximately 10 is obtained. The
chtmical yield is greater than 70% for atrontluz; the recovery of' yttrium

by the solvent extraction is 85%.

Strontium.90 determinations, cuch as that shown above, are nor--lly
made by measurin the activity of its beta decay daughter, YttrlL=-90. After

ha suitable period ban elapsed, the yttrium-.0 Ingrowth is separated from the
bulk of the stront:un by some suitable means. The yttrium-90 is then purified

and counted. The strontium may then be determined by calculation using the• following foraula: (2)

Strontlum-90, W1c/1 net cp

vbewe:
A 

w 
efficiency 

factor,

B a per cent extraction factor,

C w per cent Ingrowth factor,

D a ehmacal yield,

LP - sample volume (liters), and

F a decay factor; calculated from

A a A •

iwher :



A activity remainim after a time inter,'al t,

A 0 activity of sample at some oriilaal timej0

C.693 1and
* hLf-li"c' of" yttrii-90 (E.4 hrs) '

t * time (hours) fron separation to couiting.

By knno*.Ig the total Ltrontizwi-90 activity &nd the total activity due

to radlostrontium, the strontum- 8 9 concentration ma be obtained from the

difference.

(3) Strontium-90 by Direct Precigitation of .'-ttrium.90(29)

Strontium-90 activity may also be easil" meastred by a variation of

the precedilng method. After a suitable time has elaped for yttrum-90 in-

growth, yttrium carrier is added and subseq.ently precipitated as the hydroxide

by the addition of sodium hydroxide. The radioyttrimn is then purified by

standard radiochemical techniques, which vll dep-nd on the concentration and

species of the other rare earth radionucli4es present. Resolution of the

decay curve will be necessary if y-ttrium-91 is present.

(4) Radiostrontium by Ion-ExchEnge Methods

Kahn and Reynolds ( 30 ) utilized ion-exchange rcLins for thc coacentra.

tion of ra lostrontiLen. Strontium carrier is added to a 10-liter water sample

and the solution is passed upflow through a cation exchngc resin in hydrogen

form. The strontium is then eluted with 14(, nitric acid. The radiostrontium

is then separated from other alkaline earths and purified by pruviouoly

mentioned methods, (26)(27)(29) depending on whether total radlostrntium con.

Centration i3 desired or stroutirum-90 alone.

Ry means of concentration of activity with ion-exchange resins, great

sensitivity can le obtained, poesibly dow-n to the 101 ALC/Ml range.

hii l ~.Jt~ ~~~A*~



A similar ion-exchange method -as described by Kahn, Eastvood, and

Lacy(. Using appropriate radiochemical. techniques, other long-lived radio-

nuelI.ien could also be deteimined. in every case, the recovery of activity

was gLreater than "%.

Bryant, Sattizahn nd Warren ( 32) utilized an ion-exchange procedure

to selwirate yttrium from strontium after a ten day Ingrorth period. The

y-tri'g was then selectively elced from a cation exchange resin, follo'ed by

a reaviorption on another resin and finally counted. The radIochemical re-

coverj was greater than 97%. Gravimetric measurement is not required when

using this procedure.

(5) Radiostrontium by Evaporation Methods

According to Libby- 33) strontium-90 may readily be determined In low

concel4tfttiOns by concentrating the activity by evaporation.

The sample (1 liter) is evaporated to dryness, and dry strontium

nitratd carrier Is added. Following addition of calcium chloride, to the dry

residdBO the sample is dissolved In phosphoric acid. Yttrium Is then removed

by the hddition of lanthanum carrier, foUlowed by hydroxide scavenging. The

precipitate is redissolved and the milking repeated twice more. The third

precipitate is saved, ignited and counted. The analysis itself takes tWo

hours Wo perform. It is necessary to utilize decay curves to determine the

yttrliigC activity, due to the presence of yttrium-91 and other rare earths.

b. Radiocestum

Pndlocesium is considered to be one of the more important of the blo.

logicnhY hazardous radionuclides. Cesium is chemically similar to the other

alkali gjitals, such as sodium and potassium, uihich are corsmonly found in the

intern4 organs. Thus ionic interchange within the body is easily accomplished.

CO-137 ;lid Cs-134 with half-lives of 33 year3 and 2.2 rears respectively

constitiite the greatest radiocesium danger.



Selective alkali precipitation. and ion-exchare elu:-on have proven

to te the best methAs of separation for the analyaI3 or radioceslum. Deter-

mination of the various Isotopes appears to be most feasible by gamma spectro-

(1) Radiocesium by Phosphomolydate Precipitation( 34)

After the addition or cesium carrier to the sample, pr.osphoric acid

and amm niim molytdate are added and the cesium is precipi intc-d as cesium

ammonium phospho-.lybdate. After dissolving the precipitate in sodium

hydroxide, the cesium is reprecipitated as cesium cobatinitrite. This

precipitate is dried at 100°C on an aluminum planchet and co"-i-ted -in an In-

ternal proportional counter. A 93$ removal of cesium activity was attained

by the phosphomolytdate precipitation. Concentrations as high as 10 J Pc/ml

and as low as 10"10 1c/ml were measured with good accuracy. The t.w principal

cesium radioisotopes measured by this method were cesium-137 and cesium-134.

(2) Radiocesium by Cobaltinitrite Precipitation_ -'

After the addition of cesium carrier, the cesium and other Group I

cations were precipitated as the cobaltinitrite after the addition dl" sodium

nitrite and cobaltous chloride. After washing, the cobaltinitrite is dio-

solved in hydrochloric acid. Cesium sillcotungstate Is then precipitated by

the addition of silicotungstic acid. The sillcotmngstate is then dissolved

in dilute base and the solution scavenged with ferric hydroxide. The excess

tungsten is removed as the insoluble trioxide. Cesium and soium perchlorates

are then precipitated by the addition of perchloric acid and absolute alcohol

to the solution. The sodium perchlorate is then removed by u-a-hing the pre-

cipitate with absolute alcohol. The final cesium precipitate is then washed,

dried and counted. This method haz been proven to be quite accurate and is

nov In wide use.



Osmond, et &.. co..p.-Ipitated cesium coba.ltinitrlte on potaseijm

cobaltinitrite and followed vi-h± s gimilar porification procedure. This

method has round little popular =e,

(3) Padiocesiw -,y %Lfcotungstate Precipitation( 3 5

This procedure is brz:- P a =thod originally de.-cril-ed by yurkata

and , 36) The cesium ts first precipitated as the silizotnet ltte.

Dissolution of the precipitate !. then followed by a f'errie h ydroxide

scavenging. The cesium is the :- .preclpltnted a. the dipicrylau.itnnt, This

salt is dissolved in 4-methyl-2-pr=tanone and the cesihm is c.tractcd by means

of 2M hydrochloric acid. The ces ',m is finally precipitated as the Perchlorate,

ia which form it is dried, veli - , and counted. The chemical yield ia 3A, and

eight snaly/ses may be perform*! !.- eight hours.

(4) Radocesium by t Co-cr-yttnIlintion Procedure(23)

A metbod has been dcscr!b'ti by which cesium is separated from the bulk

of the alkali elements and the z ed fission products by co.crystallizution

with ammonium aluminum sulfate. Mhe ammonium salts are decompou.ed by heating,

and the cesium is precipitated f-,- counting from a dilute hydrochloric acid

solution as the chloroplatinate. This method has been in use as standard

procedure in sore laboratories.

(5) Rndiocesium by -::-Fxchange Nethods

Kahn, Eastwood, and raz- (L have developed a sepiration scheme for

the analysis of the more hazardr.. radionuclides by ion exchange. The r;pccific

rndioelemcnts studied were cesl'=, cerium, cobalt and strontilm. The luvLr

limit of detection was decrease~ a h.Lndredfold by concentrnting the rdio-

activity of a large sample with a ntion exchange reein.

Cesium was selectivelv ele' by means of (14 hdrochloric acid from

the cation exchange resins studle . Standard purification procedures were

Irow_
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then used to prepare the sample for counting. The cesium was separated from

the other alkali cation contaminants by precipitating it as the oilicotung-

state, dissolving the precipitate in sodium hydroxide, and then reprecipitating

it as the perchlorate for counting. The activity recovered for all radio-

nuclides was greater than 90.2%.

Tsubota and K tano (37)found that an ajnonlum formate - fornLc acid

buffer of pH 3.2 selectively eluted the alkali retals from a cation exchange

resin. This buffer was employed particularly for the deteirdnation of radio-

cesium, being somewhat superior to hydrochloric acid or etrate buffer as

an eluant.

c. Radiojodine

Radiolodine may be either beta or garma counted, although go.-ma

scintillation is preferred for determination of the individual radioisotopes

of iodine,

(1) Radloiodine by Chemical Methods

Caledenin and 1'etcalf (28)determined radiolodine activity by an

extraction purification procedure. Carrier sodium iodide is added to the water

sample, and interchange is accomplished by oxidation to the iodatc with sodium

hypochlorite in basic colution, followed by reduction to the iodide by sodium

bioulfito in acid solution. Sodium nitrite is then added to oxidize th, iodide

to elemental iodine which is then extracted into carbon tetrachloride. he

iodine is further purified and concentrated by back-extraction into sodium

bisulfite solution which is finally gam'ma counted at the iodine-131 photopeak.

The sensitivity of the r.,.hod is approximately 10 "8 c/ml for a liter sample.

The problem of Incomplete carrier interchange is overcome by this

procedure which employs oxidation-reduction.



h Th san autors(38)
The sarne authors also describe a procedure in which the iodate is

reduced dire:tly to the iodide by hydroxy:lanine ,h/dc 2ride. The iodide

obtatned after the sodium bisumflite back-extraction is ;ecipitated with

slver nitrate a silver iodide which is t hn &-e, r ti. e&, and bete

counted.

A sL'.ilar but faster method for radioiodine determination was de-

veloped by Ikwis H) Re developed a continuous extractr employing two

% centrLfNGa1I pumps, to promote mixing and extraction. !:he iodine was extracted

into carbon tetrachloride and backextracted into bisulfite solution in one

operation. The gamma emission of a pipetted sample 6&s then measured. The

time of analysis was cut from 2 hours to 30 minutes. A-. accuracy of

93.0 t 8,0% was achieved.

d. Total Radio Rare Earths Determination

(1) Total Rare Earth Actlvity by Fluoride Pre:ipitation

Hame and Mrtens ( Oave developed a rapid met.hod for the determina.

tion of rare earth activity by which the be-ta and gwe--.a aztivities are deter-

mined separately. "The method in quite rapid, the gwr.a determination taking

only a half-hour.

Two rare earth fluoride precipitations serve to remove zirconium and

niobiu, the principle garm a emitters of fission material. Barium and stron.

tium, which are heavily coprecipitated, are removed by h.-iroxide precipitation

after the addition of holdback carrier. The sample may then be gar ma counted.

To estimate the beta activity, the rare earths rust be precipitated as the

oxalates tefore eounting.

(2) Total Rare Earth Activity by an Alternate t-$:thod

:oldridge and Turne developed a method sinIa to that above

....4 m mr - r m -m



*for t!Le ii-A!atin of total raro_ earth activity. it is so=. whAt lengthier,

vat =r--~ :ae particularly for beta counting.

>L.. iriua isa added as a m'rrivr for the entire group of rarm

earths. T:- -are earths are then, pre.ziyitated as fluorides, redissolved in

boric ..rd .i-i acid1s, and reprecipitated as the hydroxides. Zirconium In

then vsrt-t :(~ precipitation as the iodate after reduction or all the rare

earths to t]:, trivalent state. Following hydroxide 3cavenging for alkaline

eazrth1 th, rare earths are pr.-ctpitated as the oxalates and beta-

cc.±ntelI i: Inrternal proportional counter.

A:_- sd and~ pappas (42) emnployed a similar technique, uszing la~nthanum

as a carrlt-r f:r all the rare earths. Following separat'on and purification

of the gr,: :f rare earths, individus-l separation was attained by elution

f rom a ca:-.z- -xchange column with o r onium lactate. The ion-exchange aepara-

tion step-?: n,-rformed without additional carrier, and the recovery of

actiyity f-: el.2fl radionuclide waz assumed to be the same as that for the

lanthAL-rv_ :. advantage of the non-carrier separation is that a "wveightless"

sample is :aethus eliminating celf-aboorpticn and Gclf-scattering

factors.

e ~"~r~ianouoRadionuclides

(2 Sadiobarium

8ti~T~~1.kh L-ront lum and barium, form Inuoluble carbonates, and
ausqe. ,-L.ation trz - adob r may asiy o be aeri a the crao .



Minlkknen (24) has developed a procedure for the analysis of radio-

barium in which barium chloride carrier Is op.cifically precipitated as the

monohydrate from a concentrated hydrochloric acid-ethyl ether mixtu re. 'V1is

pecipitate Is dissolved In water to which ferrtc hydroxide i0 subsequent ly

added as n scavenger. The bari= is then icolhtcd as the chroante. The

chemical yield of barium chroate is about 70. The Larium chromute prouipio

tats In then set aside for 134 hours to allow the barium-l.O0 ani its dau&otcr

lanthanum-1 O to come to equilil.rium.

(2) JRtuJocerium

Bartus and Engelkemeir ( 44 ) have developed me'.hod of analyeis for

rnldacciujlm (cerium-14 1 ), employing a series of precipitations. After tle

addition of cerium carrier and alkaline earth holdback carriers, cerium w t

separated Plong with the rare earths by fluo1!An r-cipitation. Alternete

hydroxide urn fluorlde precipitations are then employed to remove zlrcor.ium

and alkatline earths completely. The cerium is then oxidized to thV tetrAVnlent

state with perchloric acid and precipitated as the lodate. Thorium activity IS

then removed as the iodate following the reduction of cerium with sulfur

dioxide. After scavenging with thorium and fr'ther rcprecipitution, the cerium

Is finally precipitated as cerous oxilate, which Is subccqiently lr.ited to

the oxide. After weighing, the cerium activity ic countcd on an Inturnal

prport ional counter.

The percentage of chemical recovery is only rbout 3y, but the ralio-

active purity of the final precipitate is very high.

It In likely that this process could be chortened becaure of the

probable absence of thoriwn from fallout cantaminnted water.

Ames ( 4 ) employed a oLmilor prmedure for the analysis of total

radlocerlum. The concentration of cerim-144 is obtained bj counting im-

mediately, using a 217 mg/cm2 aluminum absorber. This shields all the

ILIL % . . . . . . . .
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cerium betas, counting only those fra= prascodymium-4l4, the daughter product

of cerium-l&4. The difference between the total rajiocerium concentration and

cerium n- concentration is assuo.l d*.;e to ceriua-1l4, a neutrn Induction

product.

Barnes(/ ; describes a 'meotod by which radioccrium Is icolated by an

extraction method and counted ror pr!w-) 144. Carrier interchange Is accom-

plished by means of an oxidation-Y-,uz-ion cycle. TNo dibutyl phosphate ex.

tractions are then carried out to i*enove the heavy elements. The cerium to

then precipitated as the fluorldej oxidized to the tetravalent state, and ex-

tracted into hexone. Finnlly it 14 O3'overted to the dioxide and countea for

cerium-l by means of u beta couniter u3At & 2X 7 mg/cig aluminum absorber.

The chemical yield varies from 50&0%.

Kahn and Reynolds ( 30) have 4eveloped another method for the determina-

tion of ra4iocerium activity employing the usO of Ion-exchange resins. Con-

centration of radiocerium and addedi carrier vas attained by passing a one-liter

water sample through either Doex-0 on the hydrogen cycle or IR-220 on the

sodium cycle. Cerium was colective'y cluted from the resin with 25 =L of

3M nitric acid. Purification of tin radiocerium Is obtained by successive

precipitations as the fluoride, thf Vydroxide and finally an the oxalate. The

cerium oxalate is weighed to deteltre carrier loss and then counted.

Sensitivity of detection was Incre'Ped to approximately 10'a PC/ml.

(3) Radigruthcniua

Glendeniu ( 47 ) has develo," 4 rs aIitlyalns scheme for the determination

of radioruthenum whJch has been utilized us a stnndard method of procedure.

Separation of the rdioruthenium 004 c.rrier ruthenium is accorplit.hed by

oxidation with perchloric acid to til, volatile tetraoxide which is subsequent-

ly distilled off. Sodium bienthit is added prior to distillation to provent
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volatilizatlon of the halides by oxidizing then to the oxyacids. The ruthenium

is absorbed into a sodium hydroxide oolution arA precipitated In the form of its

lover oxides by reduction with ethanol. The ruthenium oxides are then dis-

colved in bydrochlorle aeld, and ruthenium Is precipitated in the metet

state by reduction with magaesium metal. The ruthenium metal is weighed for

carrier loss and counted. The chemical yield is about 65%.

elnick(48) , using an almost identical chemical procedure, describes

a process far the deternination.of ruthenium-106. By using a series of hcvy

aluminum absorbers with a beta proportional counter, a correction factor for

the presence of ruthenium-103 (half -life - 42d) W 7 be obtained by extrapola-

tIon. Extrapolation for the correction Is necessary, in that while counting

the betas from ruthenium-lO6 through a 210 lug/ aluminum absorber, the gamma

rays from ruthenium-103 are also counted. If the activity due to ruthenium-103

alone in desired, garma scintillation may be used with a 2,000 mgcm2 aluminam

absorber.

Herritt4 9 ) describes & method or radioruthenium analysis in which the

ruthenium is determined in the presence of strontium, cesium and cerium by

fusion and extraction. Following the addition of carrier ruthenium to the

vater sample, the sample is fused with potassium hydroxide, sodium nitrite,

and sodium carbonate at 5500 C for two hours. The melt is leached twice

with water to disrove the ruthenate and cesium, leaving strontium and curium

in the residue. Strontium, cerium and cesium are then analyzcd by previouzly

Dywntioned procedures. The ruthenium is extracted from the leach, after the

uddition of periodate, with carbon tetrachloride. Mhe ruthenium Is then

stripped from the carbon tetrachlorlde with EU hydrochloric acid. Magnesfum

is then used to reduce the ruthenium to its elemental metallic state in which

form it is subsequently counted. Thl method has proven satisfactory for

soil leaching analysia, etc., but could well be used on water samples.



(14) Radioz ironiuw .Rio, icbIh

Stinberg(50 ) has d'iveloped a cethod for the determination of zirconium-

niobum activity which has been tested ani proven. Following the addition of

both tLrconium and niobium carriers, the two el_=rts are complexed by the ad-

dition of oxalic acid. Thorium cxalate szvengir 5 is carried out by the ad-

dition of potassium chlorate to the acidified soiLtion. The niobium oxide

is redirsolved arid reprecipitated as the cxIde hy .rate. The water is then

driven off by ignition arid the niobium oxide is ,c-ighed and mounted for count-

ing. The zirconium is precipitated fro- the orieinal solution as the phen-

ylarsonatc by the addition of phenylarsicnt acid. This precipitate is dissolved

in oxalic acid, forming the soluble oxalate. 7- zirconium Is reprecipitated

as the phenylarsonate, which is subsequently ignited to zirconium dioxide.

This precipitate is weighed and counted. 3oth precipitates (niobium and

zirconium) are beta counted on an Interr.al proportional counter.

Brady and Engelkemeir( 5 1 ) have developed a phosphate method for the

determination of ativilty due to zIrconi'=r,-niobi= which is somewhat lengthier

than the preceding method. Separation of =irconi- is based upon the precipi-

tation of zirconium phosphate. The phosphate is then rediasolved as the

fluoride and precipitated as the phenylarsonate Vwich is subsequently ignited

for counting. siobium is precipitated in acid Golution, dissolved as the

fluoride complex and finally weighed at,1 co-anted as the oxide. About 10 hours

is requirel for the entire analysis. The che:icaJ. recovery of zirconium is

about 75%, and that of nioblum to about 80%.

A method is alro described b: Stanley(52) for determination of

zirconium-95. Carrier interchange is effected by the forration of the fluoro-

zirconate c %plex, ZrF.6 Rare earth a:t'.vitiea are removed by la.
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fluoride scavenging. The zirconium is then separated by means of three barium

fluorozirconate precipitationa. The zirconium is finally precipitated with

mandella WA f hydrachloric acid solutioa and ignited to the dioxide, in

which fora it is veighed and counted. A chemical yield of about 75% is

obtained. It is essential to not begin the analysis until zirconium-97

O 7 hours) has had time to decay to a negligible amount. After the

final precipitate has been obtained, counting should begin imimedlately uo

that no appreciable niobium-95 has time to grow in. A beta proportional

counter should be er-ployed for the counting.

3. 3 ,j uf Radionuclide Analyses

For the convenience of the reader, additional references, as well

as those previously cited, are sumarized in Table XVI.

w up -i~,I-



Table XVI

Swar:., of Refererces of Radion.uclIde Analye$

Element References Cited AddifjthiaI References

1. Radlostrontium 25, 26, 27, 29, 49 o, 54, 55,
30, 31, 32, 33 56) 7, 61, 62

2. Radlocesium 23, 31, 34, 35, 99) 9. 54, 55,
36, 37 531 65

3. Padiolodin 28, 38, 39 551 9

4. Total Radio Rare 4o, 41, 42 55, I

Earths

5. Radiobarlum 24, 25, 43 29

6. Radlocerium 30, 44, 45, 46 29j 31, 49, 63

7. Radloruthenium 47, 48, 49 30

8. Radiozirconium - 50, 51, 52
Radiontobitu
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B. Instruectatioa

ruantitative analysis of rA41oerct-ve elements in trace concen-

trttiona Is -e -s el by me -zs of radiatton-detecting instru-

ments.. Due to the very amall amountb Of r'diOnuclides present, such

ir.ztruments are usually superior in Ppeel L-A senativity to conventional

wet chemical analyses. Hoever, whell o0O=!_te chemical analyses are

rt; 4d1eI-', extensive use is made of we t ch.:'1cal procedures for the separa-

tion of various isotopes, as descritk 4 On ;5 105 - 121. Such separations

are. not required when only gross fissiOn Product activity is to be mea-

s-.'red or when only one radioisotope 19 Preert.

If the activity of a sample Is 1-'-fficiently high, this activity

ray be determined directly uaing a sIWpple !itector and ratemeter. At

ver low concentrations in aqueous uhlnples or for beta emitters, for which

self-absorption in the sample is a mjtjor ftetsor, preconcentration of the

=c.iple a.id apecially designed instru ntG zuch as a flow counter may be

required.

A survey of covjncrclall. aV§ilaU1 portable radiation Instruments

hus been carried out and the information o-ained is summarized in

Tbles X,. and X.X. These are all Wiltr-.nts of the ratemeter type

ca pable of recording count rates do- wi to 4 f1 counts per minute. To

ertablish their usefulness for the d.iettrmixtiLon of fallout product

concentrations in water it is neceusalV to correlate the sensitivity of

the equipment with different types o f iietectorc and reasonable sample

volunc with the level of contaminatIOP co(Cfntration expected in emergencies.

For raw, untr-ated aquCous Foluz'-_Z, FIgure 15 shows the relation

of nuclide concentration to measured diose rate for various isotopes of



Irteye. !or a r :.oti e rorrciml timtrm-r~t. L* bas bceen sbown i' n

TnbCe* pmt. X f~ I~ I~~ !1out przduct cone:% r-t lorn. of the order of

10, . aGLcirL .q- v ci i',e.pLcted In th#! %ftter ~up.~of typics.1 ~
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Best Available Copy
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Table XVII

Approximate Minimum D-ter-tnole Concen. -t tons ln. Wntcr (u/mI)*

For Survey MIeters wi' h ruhI Sca.e Stfli!tvtty

F-.dlolcotope 0.01 mr/hr 0.1 mr/hr 1.0 mr/hr 10 mr/hr

1010 6  5x. 5  hx&~ x0
RuI 0  5 x 10 . 6  5 x 10' 5  5 x 10"' 5 x 10"

pa O  1 x0 xlO 5 x LO "  5 x 10"3

326 4 3p3 5 x 10' 6  1 x lo -  I x lo - 3  I x lo - :

T204 5x 10 4  1 x 10, 3  1 x l0 2  5 x 10' 2

Zr9 5  1 x 10l 4  1 x 10-3  5 x 10 3  5 x ]0 2

i131 5 x 10 3  x 10- 2  5 x 102

xa2 l 1 x 10,5  1 x 10 "4 1 x 10,3 I x IO?

K 42 5 x 10 6  5 x 10 - 5  5 x 104 - x 13'3

Sc46  1 x 10, 3  5 x 10 3  5x 10 2  1 x 10 "I

Cr 1  5 x 10' 1 x lo 3  I x 10 .  5 x 10 2

Co6 0  1 x 10,3  5 x 10 3  5 x 10 2  1 x l0"I

Sr 9 I 10x 10 5  x 10"l 5 x0 5 x 10 "

Au19 8  1 x 10, 5  1 x 1O b  5 x 10 "  5 x 10 - 3

CE1 3 7  1 x 10 . 3  5 x 10' 3  5 x 10 . 2  1 x 10"

Values extrapolateJ from lAcy, W. J. an] !tihn, -L., "Survcy M.wterc
and Electroscopes for Monitoring Rdldo ctlvity in Wnter," J.A.W.W.A.P
46, 59 (1954)



Preconcentrntior. Methods

?Awny nc~eth. %j' o u n have disadvantages which limit

their use in an energency. Conrentraticn by evaporatio, for example,

requires a great deal of care and skill to ":."!u reasorably accurate

results. The u-e of ion exchange resins to renove the activity from the

sEnple can give very good reproduceability and in .;ome applications can

be almost completely a'itomated. Emmons and Lauderdale ( 6 8 ) have developed

a continuoua water monitor which employs a long G.M. tube at the center of

A column of cation exchange resin. By employing two columns, one may be

used while the other is being regenerated with strong acid. With this

system sensitivities of around 10 "7 sc/ml have been obtained.

The mixed resin bed is potentially capable of sensitivities in

the 10-7 . 10.8 VC/ml. range when used with law background counters.

Although the measurement of radioactivity on resin presents problems of

self absorption in the sample, reasonable efficiencies and reproduceabilities

can be obtained if sufficient care is taken in saml.ie preparation.

Onc method which may be employed to overcome Eelf-absorption

in the rerin ia to detect the beta particles with a scintillation resin.

Little work has been done on scintillation resins, but when techniques

are developed this 6hould become a very valuable tool in contamination

evaluation work,

A highly accu.te way in which the radioisotope coatent of water

can be determine:d is by readochvmical analysis. By chemically separating

the variout; eh.untz of interest and then measuring the activity of each

contituent, thv 'ctivity concentration as vell as the identity of the

radio contaminunte may be obtained. This type of analysis requires a
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ukilled radloehemlst and such an individual may be dif- iQaut to find in

emergencies. Solvent extraction methods have also beei- uised, but at

present a method involving a mixed-bed ion-exchange reelfn seems to offer

the simplest practical approach(69).

Detector Development

Improvement in detector sensitivity can be ste; j (v e d by a suitable

choice of detector characteristics, detector gometryj pO electronic

circuit parameters. In order to measure the contamnlattt n level of vater

cupplies the radiation emitted from the water sample muit- be determined

as efficiently and as accurately as possible. Because UF the statistical

nature of the radiation emission, higher accuracies cail be obtained onlr

by increasing the total number of counts egiutered by lh detector,

while at the same time keeping background counts to a ht|01"iM For this

recon, at low levels of activity individual counting tj.pcuits or scalers

are superior to integrating counting circuits such as ji 1 .poiters.

If the radioactivity is composed largely of beU"n particles, a

manjor problem In measuring beta activity in water is thu uhort distance vhicb

a beta particle can travel in this dense medium, It is) O.} fores desirable

to bring as large a volume of water as possible into thb Imurdiate proximity

of the detector.

One of the most convenieut monitors for this VqP'pse is the flow-

through type which allows the water to come in contact * J h the detector for

a brief period and then be flushed out. The mot colr..ott dft'ctor used In

flow-through onitors is the G.M. txioe(70) . Variozratis of the
f.uoe. Vtriosoeoh

G..r. onttor type have been used to check cooling water fs~iiw:nt at roay

of the water.cooled reactors in the country.

.ii'

[ : , _
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Lately, the geometri-cal flexibility of plastic scintillator3

has increasel the volume of' water which can be brought close to the active

volum, of the detector. There ar presently on the market, water monitors

which use larEe, -zpherical scintillators capable of measuring activities in

the range of 10' 7 PC/Ml(7 5). Another method "Aiich displays much of the

geometrical advantage of liquid scintillation but has none of the chumical

problems is the use of scintillation fibers( 7 6 ) . Although this method

has been used for the most part to measure C 1 and trititum in water, It

should yield good results with fission products and extend direct monitoring

capabilities below the 10 8,c/ml range.

Liquid scintillation techniques have yielded very accurate results,

high efficiencies and good sensitivity in the detemination of radioactivity

In water. This method may prove quite valuable in the hands of an experienced

radiochemist.

The limiting factor in the sensitivity of a aetection device

is the background or "zero activity" response of the device. Both electrical

and physical approaches have been pursued in the reduction of this background.

Physical methods include the shielding of detectors and the reduction of

detector sensitivity to the ga.ra radiation which can penetrate the shielding.

Since the cross cection of plastic scintillatoro is quite high for beta

radiation while bcing fairly loa for &a.-ia radiation, very thin ocintillation

discs have been used to produce good teta decection efficiencea with a

background of leoz than one half count per min.c for a one inch diameter

sanple

T.' electrical nethod of rC5uCing backround involves a zhielding

detector and anti-coincidence circuits. The detection device is thus made

!' - - -. w_ -- _ .,__ -- _ , - aW 'F -PJI u . 'iq u.t -tF'R'VL'T-b '., }. , -,
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invensitive to "most of the backgrounl radiation which enters the detector.

Nost or t'he anti-coincidence detectorr presently on the market rvduce the

apparentt hac,--moun to a range of 0.5 to 2 counts per minute.

_.e only reliable mi,-thod prcently afplicable to civil dcfensc

use for meas-.Lring the amount of sp-cific isotopes in water Is ,u!ra-cnergy

analysis. MIz.st gamma analyzers are l.re and quite complicated to operute,

although some that are portable and -asy to uce are row appearing on the

market. (
_e

) With a scall. amount of training civil defense pcrzonnel Chould

be able to =ake good use of these inztrents.

Summary

Freparzation for the post attack monitoring of drinking water

supplies for radioactive contamilnants, may now be divided into four areas

of required *-c~ion. These include the installation of continuous monitoring

equipment at treatment plants, disse=ination of information on the use of

available instr. ments for water activity, insuring the availability of

battery-p..ere-d equipment designed for water or general liquid radioactivity

assay, and continuing the research on equipnent capable of meeting emereency

requiirements.

A large number of water treatmnt plants would probably :till be

operatioual after a nuclear attack. The danger of contamination from

fallout would require that the water te continuously monitored for contamina-

tion even at levels well below the -x-.m per-issible levels. In this way

alternative .-.ter sources could be located or decontamination procedures

could be tr-E-ht into operation as zoon as the poszibiity arises that

existing .- er supplies become tLifit for cons.":zption. It would be desirable

for this pe-_-_e.nt equipment to Ie a-le to determine the relative conctntra-

tions of the variouz radiocontaminants.

-'A - . - -- -&tA 'p .



Many commercial instram'-Uts which detect nuclear radiations can

be set up to measure the 0,-'ount of radioactivity in water to a degree of

accuracy suitable for emergency u-,. This measurement vould require a

given procedure and a set of convei,'lon tables for each type of instrument

or class of instruments.

Of the widely available Instruments, the most common type, the

G.M. survey meter, can be adapted fNr emergency use by either dipping the

probe into the water or holding th(, probe close to the water surface, to

measure radio-contamination leveld 0own to 10, 5 vc/ml of some of the

isotopes. Some scintillation met.r1 can reduce this lower limit below

10 - 6 $c/ml with the absolute limit depending on background radiation.

Most ion chamber suriey muters axe not as sensitive as the G.M. or scintil.-

lation types, although uomo of the more sensitive ones might be used when

no other equipment is available,

Companies markcting nuejr- r detection equipment were asked to

supply detailed specificttions ou their survey-type instruments. A

summary of information r.-ucived by Janfuary 30, 1963 is given in Table XV." 'I.

The instrxments are listed in order of decreasing sensitivity (minirmum

full scale readings).

Pertinent spcelficationo In the table include the maximum full

Gcnle range, batterr life, type uf iidiation detected, type of detector

used, weight, the manufacturer's t O1h. number, and unit cost of the

instrument. The atility of an ilt in r.ment to discriminate between various

types of radiation is alL:O inclu-"1, as well as the type of radiation to

which a given inatraumnt ti sens1'AVe, is indicated by an "X" in the

appropriatc column. If an "0" pVp- Ar- under the indicated type af radiation
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it simply means that It can be shielded out by a t~ovMble absorber. In the

even'. an instrumert may be povered by standard "D" cells, the nu~ber of

batteriez require4 13 !zd~csted. Tnstruieentn wh!ch are np~if led to be

moisture proof or Inniertion proor are Inlicated to be 'cathcr proof" by

an "X" In. the appropritte eolus~n. It is believed that the rnbove cited

chav~cteriatics are tte r.!)t Important to be conrldered in celccting an

instument for surveying an .M epa-ring water supplices and for oLhvr gvnv~ral

uses. The manufacturer of ea~ch inatrunent may be determsined by referring

to the "Com orcial Source" roluun in the table ana then to the company

number lictfd in Table MI.

Table XIX

Erpal pnent M-enufacturers,

1. Atomic Accessorien, ic. 8. Radiation Equipmcnt and

811 W. YMerrick Pmid Accea.uories Corp.
Valley Stream, Nfew York E65 Mcrrick Road

4,vnbra,- , Ucvw York
2. Baird Atomic, Inc.

33 1,niversity Road 5. Technical Accociates
Cambridge 38, Hass. 114o w. rrovidcncift Avenue

Burbank, Califoraa
3. LEberline Instrument Corp.

P. 0. 2ox 279 10. Tracerlab
Santa Fe, New Mexico 1601 Trripclo Rnnd

Walthtn 5 4~, Masrachuaetta
4~. Victoreen Instrument Co.

5806 Hc'ugb Avcnue 11. luclcar-Chicugo Corporation
ClOeeland, Chio 313 Fai.t Ifowarl Avenue

Dca Pj~incs, Illinois
5. Lionel/Anton Electronic Laboratories

1r26 Fl-,zhinr, Avenue 12 . Franklin 3yutc=n
irooklI.rn 37, New Yoric 2711's H111.zboro Poadt

Wc..t, P'c.-mr flvcch, Florida
6. UI-,c~conic Corporntion of America

19E Degraw Gt.reet 12. IVuclcar Corpur~tion of kAriclc
Brooklyn j1, New York T -nr n iA Cowrol~ Divizion

K 1ichV.4OOA Place
7. RFJiation Cotknter ELd-,1ratori,:-, Inc. Dcnv.lll-e, lfe.-w 7erzsey

51211 W. Giuve Street
Skokie, Il1,inols
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Usinlg thq information In Fljeure 15 to corxv'rt the Inutr=#ent

venzitivitiez In 'Ialiv MVir into '~~a c oncentretion v1leA, ltl3. X;I:X

haz been comipiled to chowa the corneentrutions of typical~ tcotopej which Ctrfl

just be det'.,cted wiith ni trz~rxtc or tile sinzitivilec btated' 6 . it must

be bornt in mind tha~t the~ dore calibrit'.on in mr/hr for i~ niitrLments

!L lo're wlt-i a cot.alt or radi.-n ground ro,.wcc, e-r.d that the doce txtrapolit1

tion to other 3otop.r~ ,rnd enert:' rangec will not be thc ,%mc, for Jlffer 'rlt

d.-tectors.

it is cvident from th-! fore~going diccur-slor. that theie &-pW(r to

te Llecjuate coiuxnrcial rt~~. orn the- miarket uh.Z can e '.vi'pted to

eive a r.'iirble lndiciitlon of h~ch..ciel contwaiation of water 5upplies.

Whe P. LV of lcotopic corntairer:tIin ar.J the accurate ietfciinntion of rafFe

cancentrationr of rallotootopez In water by field instrlow~nt.- iindcr cmerfi111

cor-lit~orn , howec'r, icx.u reur -ome fa~rther recoarch ani divvclopmnt

wok Such cquipMnt vith have t-) be mude cvallabl,: in v~fficicnt qw.itity

for vxten.r4;e water a*ialyees at. L~o arttr an nttac.Lk as poj-ilbce.
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VIII. DECOMMINATION OF WATER SUPPLIES

As diceussed in quarterly Techncal Report #3 (see ppendlx A)

rafiolo glcU eontaminated waters have been subjected to decontamination

procedures of both conventional and non-conventional nature. Of the six

radioisotopes of biological importance, all have been found to be amen.ble

to removal to sor6e degree. The degree of treatment required hbas been

predicted in previouo reports, predicated by the Maximum Permissible

Concentration for peacetime consumption of water or exposure over a con-

siderable period of time. These requirements are ver unrealistic when

considered in the light of the occurence of a nuclear incident. The

removal efficiencies for the rost part have been derived from laboratory

data on small volunes of water treated under rigidly controlled conditions.

Of practical importance, only those data obtained by actual treatment plant

operation are to be considered reliable on a major scale. Even in this

respect, it must be pointed out that ihese data were derived frxu RnalySiS

of water supplies which had been contaminated by long-range weapon debris.

It has been direussed elsewhere in this report that the long-range fallout

is more soluble than short-range or early fallout. It is for this reason

that we may expect full-Ecaie operations to be more efficient in radio.

isotope removal of early fallout, than the presently reported efficiencies.

It appears that water decontamination in the early phases or a

nuclear Incident aftermath are not beyond -the realm of practical application

of the basic sanitarl engineering principles of "water trmatment. The va3or

problem irvolved in water decontamination will be the long-term exposure of

the surviving po'Vlation to concentrations of the long-halflived isotopes
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of biological importance. The reduction of' theze contziinn~tS to 1,rabeI ~ levels will. constitute the prima~ry long-term problem to the water tI'.tm':ft

field, but is by no mesas &a insurmouatable task.

I.W
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IX. B(: 3IrBRD1F FRI4 COIAMINATED WATER

In the RnalyS13 of body burden f rom continued ingestion of water

coutaninated idth reALosctivitr reau/ling tron nuelear attack, it has bee,,

found that the develo-e:.t of a rational fornula is desirable. A formula

has been developed In thAs report which gives values of body burden com-

paring closely with thore obtained by empirical means.

Many of the em-pirlcal values uced in this analysis were derived

from animal ctudies, and may or may not be applicable to man per se;

however, the values obtatned by formulas developed in this report are in

good general agrvemeLt vi th data collected from experiments with man.

Data from man has been used wherever possible; unfortunately experiments

with man are not suffieently comprehensive to servo as the entire basis

of an analysis.

The relation of body burden to many of the i-dioir-otopeS found

In fallout is not easily understood for short periods of time, that is,

when the study period is a very small fraction of the physical half-life

of the radioirotope. In this report, in addition to study of the immediate

effects, several cases are analyzed for periods of time i, excess of fifty

years. (Figures 18 and 20)

Numerous studies have been made on the affinity of certain

types of tiscue for particular zedioisotopes. These selectivity studies

are of special interest to anyone who wishes to set up theoretical values

which may not be exceeded -ithout permanent dmage, that is, such values

as "l!axinmum Permissible Cot centration," "emergency limits," etc. Although

it is not within the scope of this report to determine cuch values, it is

of interest to note that allowable body burden is the total concentration

of a given isotope a&lo-ed in the most critical organ. The most critical
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organ is that organ which receives its damaging dose first during thc: chain

of biological processes.

The pheno eon involved In the rate of turnover of various izotopeB

by a particular ocgan is of interest since this rate may be equal to,

greater than, or less that the rate for the entire body. ( 7 5 ) A sample plot

of the critical organ A versus physical half-life Is shown in Figure 16.
a

Both biological and physical decay rates are considered in this

report. In order to demonstrate the difference in body burden levels ob-

tained by (I) conasidering only physical decay and (2) considering both

physical and biological decoy, i.e. effective decV, A values for both

cases a; plotted in eigures lo through 21 as curves B and A respectively.

A values plotted as curve A are parameters of the rate at .whicha

the radioactivity level in the body is reduced by a combination of bodily

processes and physical decoy. These An values are therefore parame.ters of

the effective decAy rtes of the various radioisotopes. The amount or any

radioisotope which passes through the body must further be related to the

amount retained by the critical organ. This relation is represented by an

fV value which gives the amount of a radioisotope taken up by the oreOn

critical for that Isotope.

In the interest of generality we have developed a method of compu-

tation (using A. values) rather than a list or specific figures for a limited

number of cases.

IVo attempt has been made to evaluate cell damage resulting from

various levels of body burdens. It is obvious that the greater the Lody

burden the more extensive is the radiation dozage. Example3 are cited in

this report of some of the biological blocking processes which may be

applied to effectively reduce the body burden. Vhese An values will give



the highest burden rezltlng o0, 1 from drinking conta-minated vater while

eating a normal uncon'.riaated d let and breuthing vmcontaminated air.

With a n easily derlve4 _caLtag rfactor, howcrer, these saw grayhs my be

applied to Ingested solids. Atj .values may be obtained either from formulas

to be derived later Jq this setjpon or from the graphs in Figures 16
through 21. The grmp,.3 are easler to use and are included as an aid to

computation.

No limitatior.s of p),ytteal death or early genetic death of the

individual under studi have besfi placed on the data shown herm, since

both thesa .jmittiong require O analysis of damage. We eannot overlook

the possibility that At eertalb bevela of contamination, or consumptioa

physical or genetic d'ath will limit the continuity of our data, as will

any departure from the aize umd Age of a standard man.

Establishment of a Criteria

(a) The data to be p L s e nted should be in the most useful and

general form applicablc to the @ibJcct matter.

(b) Analycis of dairut eft that May occur at the various levels of

body burden is not to te attemI!,c ; hojever, c0n.ment regarding damage in

general will be incorp-orated t,) give depth to the conclusions.

(c) The deuveloprknt Or a rational mrethod for evp-luating the body

burden i to be outllrpd and ,ejL a Il ned. The correlation of the values

obtained by the use of this m,-01) and tho-e obtained by ezpirical means

will be discussed.

(d) Asswip'ons nh'; "P-d be as fe-d and as reason.able as possible

in order to maintain the inteet
-t 'Y of the data to be presented.

(e) All values used for the various calculations shall be

those derived from the ost nL-S.or itative information available.



Assumptions

(a) The biological decay rate used is that of a standard man.

Since the age and overaU. metaboLism of the individual will affect the

turnover and replacement rate of radioactive materials in the body, and

therefore the biological deca.y rate, it is necessary to standardize these

Franeters for the present study.

(b) The contamination of an individual's water supply takes

place all at one time, and ro further contamination occurs. The analysis

of a fluctuiating contamination level would requstre that we assume rates

of fallout, wi-d direction and numerous other meteorological conditions.

in order to retain the generality of our investigatlon we have taken

a case in which weather and attack data were not applicable. An curies

may e added to each other if new contamination occurs (possibly from

fallout from a different burst or fallout return from wind reversal).

(c) The radioactive contaminLtion of the water supply is reduced

only by physical decay. This assumption i- conservative in nat~ire, since

it disregards entirely the amount of activity which might settle out or

be consumed by life forms found in the water supply, g.g. plankton, algae,

fish.

(d) Effective decay rates, even if extrapolated from animal

data, are applicable to man. In the absence of experimental data on man,

the animal data used was the best available. It may be of inerest to note

that many eontemporary investigators are not sntiL-fied with many of the

extrapolations of animal body burden data that have heretofore been acce-pted

as correct, or at laast useable, for the case of humans.

(e) Tne daily intake of water is constant and takes place

instantanecusly. Virtually all of an individual's water intake occurs



in sixteen hvirs, and over half occurs in ejglit hours; however, the errors

associated with thisasimplification tend to be oompeneating if the individual's

drinkn habits are consistent. Ftr reasons of genersaty ve are fcme to

consider that the man under study is a ereatule of habit. By drawing a

smooth curve through the daily An points we linve essentially Integrated

over the time periods betw een the daily valued and have described a contin-

A ~uouG function as if the individual had spread Ilia intake over the entire

day. The combination of the two effects results In a close approximation

of the actual build-up of body burden.

.Development of a Rational 1,,thod of Analysis Ve Body Burden for, Cont inuous

Consumpxtion or Water Centeminated with RhdtjoRi¢t Ive Elements

Based on the GeigeroRutall Law of radioactive Oecay we may say that the

amount of activity present at any time is eq01 to

A a Ae a

Io

ihen only- physical decay is considered. X h the physical decay constant

for a particular radioactive element, and A b@ the amount of activity

cnitiatl t present.
o Furthermore, if only Ae considered e may say

that

S. P" a.bt

where tb Is the biological rate of elihfi eatson constant o

If we define "Effective Half Life" 0 the time rcqulred for a

radioactive element fixed In the tissues of ail anicef body to be diminished

by ffty per cent as a result of the comietnet Lction of radioactive decay



and biologichl el~imination, then we m~ay say that the effective half-life

D-lolo1inl half-life x RP-dionctive hal-f-lIte
D10cdo31cal haX.ti10e 4 Rdloctive haLf-life "etf

An effective decay constant 0,efry be defined:(7 6 )

>~Tefr

Let us assumne initially that for any activity taken int~o the

buody the, vntlre amount will be fixed in t~ssue. It is then apparent that

immdiaelybefreinitiation o conLupionof con:uminated water, tho body9 burden iu r-quat, to whatever radioactivity Is precent as a result of pre-

i1,, following reasoning may then by applied:

(1 utbefore Initiation of consumption activity in the body

Immediately following the start of conisumption the activity

in the body equals A., that ia, the activity per unit volume of the water

(i.c/ml, W-0-o/gal, etc.) times the volre of water consumed. Since we

hjave acctum'od that the amount of liq~uid is conutant wu may drop the volume

term and i'incox-porate it later in the dcvclopmTient. Furth( ruore, by
conaiderlint A equal to unity we will develop an equation which when

0

rultIplicl by' the ractual initial activity will givL activity present at

atWy given~ drky n. We wish to develop a plot which 1!, indepcnd(cnt of both

umouflt coiiwumcd and initial activity, --nd is dependnt onl'y on the radio-

Irotope in~ qiiestion.



(3) Imediately prior to eons,.xtion on the spond day the body

'burden would be

A - Ae 

and Just after consumption the body burde is

A' A A efft Ae
1. 0

(4) Just before consumption o, t-.e third day t1je body burden

would be

A " . A 1 A Ae

-1 hje eY (%e errf .AtO )

and Iauediately following ingestion, the e'x-presision for tily burden may

be written

A E 4.11e Al P I* + A0eAefI+Ae 'P1'~ eff

(5) Continuing this reasoning, a recursion N1"Ifla t i developed

of the form

At ->ef I -- )%err + X +

+ ae-Xef + (n+l)>1 +e -n-p Pn, .pO
-0 +• | o

However, rather than deal with the (n + 1) terns ncceasiW1l' to evaluate

this equation at n days we simplify the e;-.oas foil

bn  a

A Ab (r- )

where b A A0 6-k err~') and p AO Ae



(6) This general expreselon for A is the valve plotted as
n

curve A in Figures 16 through 21.

(7) We may now Incorporate into our formula the portions of total

body burden which have thus far teen neglected.

(a) Since we have concidcred A to be unity, we may find

the total body burden by multiplyig A by the true original activity,

Ao tnw' and the voluwe %onsu=ePd daily, D.

Therefore Body Burden, (atoms) a (atoms) , D(liters) x"body" 0 true "liter xu day--

A (,dayr 9f consumption)
a body

(b) The assumption that all the activity taken into the

body is immediately incorporated into the intestine is highly improbable.

We may however, consider the amount incorporated into tissue as a fraction

of the ingested activity reaching an organ (fw) and multiply the body

burden of (a) above by f to obtain a more reasonable value.
V

Thus Body Burden,, f x A 0ru x D x An

Some values of f for isotopes und.r consideration are given in Tablew

(c) While reducing the bcly b.rden by the factor f W we have

neglected the activity, AOI, which is present in the intestinal tract

on day n. This activity is an additiori to the body burden, therefore:

Boy Burdeai 1  a f x Ao true x D x An + AGI

where by the reasoning Lnd definitiono previously exprcssed

-(n.0.25) -1.25")
t (I wf)(A )(e



Since the time required for ingested material to pCLOO through the body

is 31 huurs or about 1.25 days, the AG, tern is strictly transitory.

It my or my not be negligible depending on the period in which it takes

place. On the first day, for example, it would be the largest portion of

the total, but by the time the fractional half life (n/Tj) is equal to

one, the AG1 term may in some cases be considered negligible. (n equals

time in days since beginning of consumption and Tj equnls radioactive

physical half-life in days.)

(d) The only term still missing from the mLthematical expression

is that for the activity present in the body at the i. ,e drinking of

contaminated water started (A). That which was alirndy present in the

tissue at time of initial ingestion will, after n dtVO of effective decay,

equal

A.ef

That present in the gastro-intestina, tract at the time of Initial ingestion

will give an additional activity equal to

AX o fv x e

where A0  is the pre-ingestion activity in tho intestinal tract.

(8) After combining the various componento, the expression

for bvdy burden from any particular radioiLotope at dny n may be written:

Body Burden = (fw)(Ao true )(D)(An) + (l-fw)(A O tr,.ie - p(n-1.25) )a 25\ +

(A f V tAG), e ffn . ()(Ao true)()(An) + A 0 1  * r +  Ax

* ~r r- .4l i- %



The full explanation of this development has been presented in

order to alUov the urer of the quations to decide which, if any, terms

way be neglected for any specific analysis. Should the inilvtdual 1.

question be an average V. S. citizen who has sought shelter during an attack,

the tema

. 4. oU
A, * frwA e e or AT~ * X

will for practical purposes equal zero. As previously noted, the value

of AGI will. generally be negligible after a relatively short period of

conosuption. if tie (AT * AX) and AcI terms are dropped, the practical

expression for boy burden is (fw )(A 0 true)(D)(Aa). The A term, however,

may be of major Importance when the physieail half-life io much grejater

than the effective half-life,

It must elco be strcoed that to evaluate the effect of At),

AT and A.h on aky Inalvidual that individual's history of exposure to

radiation must be ow-fn. It is only by thorough kn&w.ledge of the develop.

ment of this mtionnl method that one may make a reasonable calculation of

body burden.

Reduction of Body lzurdert by Blocking

It has lw'n found that in certain cases uptake of radioicotopes

may be reduced by Viological blocking. For example, by nwminatering a

G uluble, non-toxie, inert coapowid of iodine one can pryevent uptake of

radioactive iodino Vy thi! th .roiI. Ten to one hundred milligrams of

potassium iodide taken at one time will prevent the uptake of a more

iodine, radioactive or otherwice, by the thyrold for about one week. To

continue this effeet, it is belleved that an additional .00 mItligra e very

two days would be lvruired. (77 ) Blocking lavers the value of fw in body



burden cslculations.

In the case of Strontium 89 and Strontium 3C, which behave like

calci=, it is belleved that blocekin may be completely or partiaiI1

aceomplished by conwusing a calcium compound far in excess or normal

requirements. This is, hovever, a conclusion made o- the basis of extrapo-

lated data; the only case in which it has definitely !een proved that blocking

is effective is that of iodine.

Should the bodv be WntialLy deficient in a given stable isotope

(possibly from deficiency of a comnon mineral, in the pre-ingestion diet)

the value of f w for the rwdioactive ifotope of that =t-"eral or a chemically

:cimllar mtneral my be Incrmaed because of the increased affinity of the

body for that mineral.

Blocking should not be considered a panacea to the problem of

body burden, since it may result in the cure being vo.e than ',be disease.

In the Iodine example, for instance, the prescribed rzounts of potassium

iodide constitute a daily input of iodine into the blood one thousand

times normal. Although it I believed that for the na.ority of the U. S.

population this treatment would not be harmful for t-a to three weeks,

the secretion rate of the thyroid is decreased. Ext-ed treatment will

produce other stil. more harmful side effects which bLare not yet becn

fully evaluated. Blocking, however, may play an 1m%,.ant role in con-

puting body burden valuco and should not be overlooked when selecting

r values.

Discussion

(1) In Figures 16 through 21, curve A gives the value reoulting

from the effective decay rate. Curve B, included for p'xpoces of comparloon,

represente, the rate at which physical decay alone takes place. It seems to

"U'llll



point out that because of the body's tendemcy to eliminate certain radio-

isotopes, or not to incorporate them into tissue at all, body burdens are

significantly lowered.

(2) T&ble XXUT gives a few selected values of f. for six

radioisotopes and various organs. These are values which result from a

normal uncontaminated diet. Values of fw =ay vary from this table according

to the excess or deficiency of certain nit-als in the body. Note that the

concentration of specific isotopes must be knovr before body burdens can

be computed.

Table )M

Selected Values of f. for "earious Organs

Isotope Or an

Sr" Bone 2.5 x 3,0

89 1  Bone 2.5 x 10 "1

i1.6 Kidney 2.0 x 1o 5

1131 Thyrold 2.0 x 10 1

C81 37  Whole Body 1.0 x 100

CO137  Liver 4.8 x 101

Ba140 Done 7.0 x 10.2

Notes:

(1) The f. values sh in are for crtical organis. The critical

organ will. determine the A since It is the one ued in computing eff .

(2) The fw value for the entire todl is the viwration of f

values for aLl the individual oreans coneer-ed.

-- P I I I
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XI. GWSSAK

A empirical constant for sublimation or vaporization reaction

A redionetivity after some percd, of decay

AG radioactivity already present in the intestinal tract at time
of ingestion of contaminated water
radioactivity present in the intestinal tract at soce time after

A01  ingestion of contaminated water

A, radioactivity already incorporated into body tissue at time of
ingestion of contaminated water

Ah a parameter of the effective decay rate in the body of a given
isotope

A initial radioactivity per unit volume of contaminated water
taken into the body

A5  (0 f k)

A; t-.] A5
1 12

AT radioactivity present in body tissue resultil from decay of
that activity initially present in tissue (A) after some time
of effective decay

At activity at time t

At activity, In disintegrations per second, of the radionuclide
in a target, after the nuclide has been removed from the flux
for a period Qj

AX radioactivity incorporated into tissue from that activity originally
present in the intestinal tract (A.)

a cloud horizontal semi-axis

a fireball horizontal semi-axis at growmd zero0

az  fireball horizontal semi-axis at Z

B empirical constant for sublimation or vaporization reaction

B ratio of fission to total yield

Body Burden radioactivity incorporated into body tissues as a result of
ingestion of radioactivity

b cloud vertical seia.axis

,' " T t' ' " '::3 'i~r ' ... I... i' i"3....... .... Wle' *I'" .. ,-.......i-]" .. I..



b fireball vertiCal 8emi1 ls at ground zero

bZ fireball vertitA semI-tzia at Z

C empirical constant for i,;blimation or vaporization reaction

D instrument response faetor

D daily water intake, voli

D exposure dose

d(t, 1) decay correct ion facto- for H + I hour

FDr(t) fraction of deVice couir ratio

FPr(t) fission-produCt contour ratio

f thermal flu in neutro.z per square centimeter per second;

f fugacity of th. element Ln the liquid phase

fw a eoefficient Ivlating 'n.zested radioactivity to Body Burden

9 acceleration due to grertty

h cloud center hIe1ht

Ix(t) fallout intensity at t!-e t

ifp(t) air ionization Iate per fission at 3 ft above an infinite,

ideal plane fop a unifo=- distribution of the normal fission
product mixtUrP

if(t) air ionizationl rate per fision at 3 ft above an infinite,
ideal plane for a unifu-oz distribution of the condecsed

fission produdt Mixture

ii(t) air ionizatioal rate per firsion at 3 ft above an infinite,
ideal plane fOP a unlfc-rA distrioution of the neutron induced
activities

k relative abiidace Of e iCotope from which the radionuclide
is formed

k arbitrary conotgnt

k fireball horizOntal Sem!-ixi expansion constanta

1% fireball vertit2 4 se1-.z-is expantion constant

k Henry's Law conlotant



(continued)

k /1n(A>/V)Rl

kZ inverse time constanlt

M (t) mass contour ratio

Ili mass or fallout per unit area at any doiiwind distance, X

.masd

'a disintegration multiplier

N the total number of atoms of the element in the targets

N fp number of atoms, or moles, of fission products per unit area

N jmole fraction @1' element 3 In the liquid phase

ia

N mole fraiction of element j In the vapor phase

HC-JA)number of atomc (of the end :Lember oft ass chain n cond'naced on
the outeide of the pnrticle) which lw~.d per square foot of grmui

n number of molen of vapor

n(J) total moles of liquid carrier

n abbreviation of naAWt

JA

ni amount of element j condensed on the surface of the solid
particle$

n" amount of element J in the vapor phase
J

kZ abbreitioe cont

n (t) number of mole of element j with mass number A dissolved
In the n( ) malo of liquid carrier, ny ich I.n the particle
In the liquid phase, prior to solidifiation

noh (t) number of molee of element 3 with mass number A, which st
JA mixed with nolen from other mass chainr to form v moles of

vapor and not condensed in the liquid carrier

P empirical constant in particle falling velocities relation

3  sublimation or v aporization pressure

P: partial pressure of the liquid



subliintioa pressure

q empirical constant in particle falling velocities relation

9X terrain shielding factor

molar gas constant

initial fireball spherical radius

ro(A, t) fractionation number of the first period of condensation

r(A, t) fractionation number of the second period of condensation

rx(t )  gross fission product fractionation number

T absolute temperature

T half-Life of the redionuelide formed

Teff time required for a radioactive element fixed in the tissue
of an animal body to be diminished 50 per cent as a result
of combined action of physical decay and biological elimination

T1 radioactive (physical) half-life

t time of irradiation

t time

t m  time of arrival for particle falling out of the cloud

t c time of cessation for particle falling out of the cloud

t f particle falling time in the firebal-

t rparticle rising time in the fireball

V molar volume

Vf average ;article falling velocity

V dind velocity

VZ  instantareous particle falling velocity

w w#:apon yield in kiloton TT units

X longitude axis in ground coordinates system

x longitude axis in cloud coorlinates system



CtlOSSARY
(Continued)

latitud.e axls in ground coordinate system

I Atotal eaunt of rndloIuelides for the entire chain yield of
=3.s nt=ber A

Y(t) tctal 'ay.&nt of radionuclides of element j prestft (%t time t

Y total n-=ber of atoms of element J of all rass nur,,rs

Y axirn= half-width of the cross..ind diLtsce on a I r/hr
M contour

y latitude axis in cloud coordinate systen

YaA(t) amount of radionuclides of elemert j a.d =ass numnbr A

present at time t after fission

y number of atoms of element J of :mss n=ber A not condCned
JA in the liquid carrier

2 altitude axis of ground coordinate system

Z0 yield dependent nultl2ier in fireball altitude equntion

z altitude axis in cloud coordinate system

a& smallest intercept of particle falling slope with e)oud

Zt  largest intercept of partxv:le falling slope with cIkud

U ~prLicle size parameter

ax maximum or minlaiu

a 0X/h

"o a constant expressing the biological, rate of elimination of
radioactivity

Xef .  a constant expressing the rate of attentation of radioactivity
in the loly as a result of both pr.-,.sical decay and i'ological
elimination

Xp dlsintegration conztant; the fraction of the nizxber of¢ atoms
of a radioactive nuclide which d&.cay in .nit time

activation cross section in square cecntliters for ;'.'CO mlaec
neutrons

o time of decay
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APFPF!.Y A

F. Neliit.m rT-j Evaluatirof Wzc .pl Cnaint: for SelectEd C~ttes

1. 1r.trcdvcr-jor,

1r. order to h~ve some ta~is fo'r evali-ating the rel.ative hazard of

nuclear failout to the uater supp3Ac3 of 'Jtff~renT. cities, attacks h.ave boeenI easGund on each city th-t would ieutIn the intensity ovcr each

From this, the cun3,ainE.tion of I Ie -inte: due to the ;iulublt- portion

bhivi for the corAvulritions of th~e acti- Ity concentratiomr bhown In Table 1-1.

TheZIC vildeS ae ohoirn priccipsily to ( nrietr-te- tt.c appro:-:h bcing taken

*ind to give v~ id-a of' the maximuit contamra~.tior, that coAi be cxpectel

imnmediately; fo2 lowiog a r.alear erneri,,cncy.

Thei Lpproach to V~e taken in ruture ttud.; wi11 be more specific.

PVictor th-;t will be taken Into account to gi*%e comineh t more reasonable

valiec, will b2: .1) a reaili~tic irnpQi hof' Inten~sity contoura upon

the iecile w i: r--hedt with rf-Gard 1-o SL. ocMal wiDA directions ar~d target

3itcs., ()con.ier-tie. u!' decay factors to zl:c e.p-cttd act!ity at times

',1v liar + I haur, 3) cone1der* t!on o-.' %.a-.. r~ihd c1:ara.cteribtics such

as zrn'-if co.-tficAe'nt, fccd-.t*rchn ,clocttiec, Y &- roir draft, 1;r-in.--port

b ni re.-ervoir m1.zLn.S prop. rt it-L, I)irt,-rLi~i of intensity

conto.r-, to K mare precire vt',x..e for .pc Iselctopi: activitles on.

"'T vater.-ici P-rd (5) a ccnvor;Ao'i of Itenrsi7 to n.ctLV~lty for rI?-eE off the

do.-invini .txt.' ernploy! g a kr..r. rc~.~.hpto ',he predetf-Krmrne vrluersp~-c-ydNr jj



Tsb le IV

Acivt ':nn-ntri.90n Wate . - :.i 1-io .~-iiaiion,-c'.de .~' r'. ,to - e (uc,/Ml)

":rr.I 2.7lx o0 2.. x O " .:3 x 10" 1.9 y x... 10
K :o. 7.3 0 1 7 0. " - -

ii 5.1 x -0 lo -6 .7 3.5 \

x 0 7 .....
Mi n.

I " .ot -,ppl ic -b!E

! , 4: .5 x 10 "- L.!1 x 10 5  ;.3 x J , x x. - 0 .6 x 10 .

4I .5 x 10 I hl×13 . 50 1. \ 10 3.,

"ew ":rk 0.1 x I0 " 9.3 1<0" 1~ x -
u !, 3 " 72: -  - 1"

.II- 3.2 x ': 2.9 z 3.3 x -) 3. x 10 " 2. 1,.- 2.6 x 10

32xA029x. 5 10 ~
:Pringfiel i 1 1.2 x 10 . 3, !. : x 10 " lh x "  l - 0 -  8.1 ' 10-  . x 10 "-

" : , S 9 3 × i0 2  -4 O . i "  . 6.5 x 0 - 7.6 x 0 'I

I . :pplle. to w1ater r)..rVace only
i':. II o'p4 ..- t totni area of waterh-1

.
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By employinS the brorentloned characteristics and variables, it Is

believed that activity cona~trationa will be reached that would approach a

reasatic case.

2. Calculation of Ac' Ivtty Cor.cpntrition

The calculation u0 concentrition of activity used in the preliminary

study is based upon a cotisideration Or the ar-a of the water surface, the volume

of water, and the total wat.eished area. In the case of Duluth, Minnesota, where

the entire municipal water 0,1ppLy ic obtnined from Lake Superior, onlv the depth

of the lake a, t;,, intake .flint was considered.

Current informatihn on the characteristics of the watercheds war obtained

in each case from officialo of the municipal water supply system Involved or

their engineering consul.ttii'., Data u-;e4 in this report is tabulaed in Table VI.

TABLK VI

Characteristicfj,1' Watcrho:aa S erving Selected Citiea

Total 1,1tilr.hed Total Water Total Water

2 Surace (ft. 2  Volume (ies

Deijver, Colo. 8.25P X O 0 4.36 r 108 2.34 x 10
it

Houston, Tex. 7.811 ) 10 7.85 x 108  2.50 x 10

Nev Yor'x, ff. Y. 4.2 P 10 t 1.37 A 109 1.90 x 1012

pringrield, Mass. 1.30 A 109  1.68 x l07 1.97 x 1010

As an example or .u proceduro uced, the derivations of the concentra-

tions in the Denver, Colo,*l. water WIply rrior to any municipal treatment are

presented here in detail. 'fl1u other cities listed in Table TV "cre analyzed in

the same n-w.er as Denver, s:rpt for Dliuth vhirh io presented separately.

renver Case I

In case I, only 1j..t rndiouctive fallout deposited directly on water

surfaces was cousidrtd a: 41u ource of the water cort&Aination. The following

a9aumptious were mde prir .) thc "-ilulation.
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3. 5 ?Tr bomb attack.

S'Wind speed of 15 mph.

3. .n intensity of 5,500 r/hr oter tte entire waterrhed.

4, Complete homogeneouv solution of the soluble portion of the falout In the

water within one hour.

5. A ratio of soluble radioactive atoms per square foot to intensity was

chosen as that value for each isotope at 51.5 miles directly downwind.

C. That there wiU be no change in concentration of radioacti'ity either duo

to reservoir draft or feed-in.

'I. That only Sr- 8 9, Sr-90, Ru-106, 1-131, Cs.137, and Ba-lLO wouid be considered.

11. That th. volume and area of feed strea=s will not affect the final concentra-

tion appreciably.

The soluble activity density, for each of the six !sotopco being col-

aidered, in atoms/ft 2 was calculated as follows:

Given: 1(l) * 5,500 r/hr,
* (89) 

2N4 a 6.7 X )0 0 atcnn/tt 2r/hr,-wr 6.17x1 /

-( 11.l x .lats/,rb,
40) 0 Ox 10 atoms/ft2/rihr,

-. ( __ ) 0 olO 2/r/

X-(13) 10.7 x 10 ato!_n/ft hr,
I,(13) 2o° ao~/ /r/

a 9.5X1 tm/t2rhr, and

N*(i40) 1I4 12. 2
h r 124 x he

1 0  atom s/ft /r/hr,

wdhere the subscript 4I. s the value of the particle size parameter, a, correspondirg



to the dovnard distance.

By multiplying 5,500 r/hr by N*(A)/I() for each isotope, the total

number of soluble atoms of each isotope per 9 .1uare loot, N(A)" will be obtained.

Tbis value for each isotope was found to be ni fol1o's:

. I(1rzn7
N*(89) . 3.40 x 1014 titoms/ft2

N* (90) - 6.10 x 10 1 toW/f t 2

N.(lo6) - 2.68 x 10 1,4toms/ft 2

N4(131) - 5.89 x io 11toms/ft

44(137) - 5.05 x 1o .to/l 2

N *(14o) . 6.82 x 1014 atoms/ft 2

Multiplying the H4(A) value for each of the isoovxs by the total area

of water surface will give the total number uC atoms, N(A), of each isotope in

&oluble form, deposited in the water.

H4(A) x Area - 11(A) atoms

N(89) - 3.40 x x I,36 x 108 14.8 x 102 atoms

N(90) - 6.10 x 1014 x It,36 x 108 - 26.6 x 102 atoms

N(.x06) * 2.68 x 10 1 x h,36 x 108 - 11.7 x 1022 atoms

N(131) - 5.89 x 1014 x It.36 x 108 a 25.7 x 102 atoms

N(137) - 5.05 x i014 x 1,36 x 108 a 22.0 x 1022 atoms

N(140) a 6.82 . 10i14 x .,36 x 108 - 29.7 x 1022 atoms

Thus knoving the total number of voluble aturo. ,C each isotope; division by



the total vater wobnue, r,. in liters vin! g9iv the conaentration of each isotope

in atoms per liter.

C N(A) atoms

C, 14, .8 x i0o , 6.33 x 10I atoms/liter

89 2 .3 L x 1 011

• 26.6 x 1022 - 11.4 x 1011 atoms/liter

2.34 
x 10

V! C 106 . 0 . atoms/Uter

253 .,1 x 101 22 JLOI 131 a . 022 . 1.0 x 1011 atoms/LterC17 2.34 x 1013

C * 29-7 x -022a12.7 x 10 11 atoms/liter

2. 3 x lo"

We may now convert the activity in atoms/liter to microcurie/mlllliiter

(1'/mI) by using an &PProPrLAte conversion factor for ench isotope.
'S First, to change from atomlu/liter to disintegrationa per minuto per liter,

d the fo.loving relationshtp is use.

n a A (22)
Where: C. a Concetration of activity in apj/*.

CA C4icentration of activity In atoie/J, WA

= Characteristic time constant defined by the equation

"Where: T1/ 2 a physical half-life oT the specirtu isotope In mnutes.

' '1r. . ... . . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
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Si-ct -.tere are 2.22 x 1 0 L sym'/curie, a constanlt for all) inotopes,

diviz.Ion of C. l this val-u- will. give the toncentratiou in curica/liter.

C . I = - CA%1
2.22 x 10 2.22 x 10

whe're C c .s th-- c3centration or radioactivity in curies per liter.

Mult'-;ZeVs~tor of C cby 103 will converT, cvrics/liter to mcrocurie4-

milliliter. 'ffA 6=tire convcirsion factor for ct-.ch irotope is then

The c. -:ersion factor, A'for ench of th~e six isotopes~ beIng stuiati

ate. -8 9  = I.2 5 x 1 1

Y 2.12 x 01

90

K106  u5.95 x 104 6

K u-t 2.72 x, 10O-1

K 13 1.93 x 1"1

By ac rr:.o''-.p:::S ac K:onv:.o fato b the rcopcectivo concentration

of achitoop-I~c atmsper liter, the folloving valu.e ) were obtained.

C(.e9) - 2.7 x 10 ac/mJ.

C(0 2.4. x 10'5 ic/In

- 3.0 x J,02 mcm

-11 - 3. 0' JCM



c(37) - 1.9 x 1o4 wfwj.

c(l.o) - 2.2 x 10'2 ,e/m

CII

In this case the soluble fraction of the fallout particles deposited over

the entire watershed was assumed to have been transported to and homogeneously

dispersed in the streams and reservoirs. Other assumptions were the came as

for Case I. To continue the Denver exn.-ple, in Case II, the vatershed area of

8.29 x I0t 0 ft2 was multiplied by the value for each isotope to give

total number of atoms of each ioLupe. The ;erunining calculations were carried

out in the same fashion as for Case I.

Duluth. Minn.

The entire water supily for the city of Duluth is obtained from Lake Superior,

and hence, this situation is different from that at the other citiez studied. The

Duluth intake live extends out U56 feet into the lake and terminates at a lake

depth of 72 feet. The fallout deposited over this intake was consldered to be

evenly dispersed throughout this depth of %ater, and from this assumption the

number of atoms per unit volune and subsequently the activity in c/ml was calcu-

lated.

. Conclusions

In all of the cases thus far studied, the time factor has not been considered.

Even at an assumed vind velocity or 15 miles per hour, a number of hours would

have to clapse before the arrival of particulate matter at the far reaches of a

diatant watershed. Even if the material landed directly in the vater, much more

time would be involved in transportation in streams and through reserfoirs to the

-' ' "- *
- 'u

-" -



intake of the water wol-ka. There would be further delay In getting into strem

those particles depoa
|ted Initially on dry surfaces. Another delay would be in

the occurance of rairr~ll of sufficient intensity to dissolve and/or wash this

materinl Into 3trea!!. All of this timre will allow railoactivc decay to proceed

thus &ar.elio.atilng th ha ardous effects of the fallout.

I

-i
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A, I. reo°ntamination ot Water Sapplle.&

1. Removal by Conventional Water Tea'-ent Proceeses

7' Convn~tionnl municiTial wrater purificntior. processes geerall" inclu.ae

aeration, chemical co.nAlatior. with :¢dlment l'tirn, rapid sand filtratio'. a.

(19)"hlorInaton. To a lesser extent, lime-co . oh scftening and -.o" rand

filtration are used. Fxcept for ceution. the procezces Lre cap -I.le of. removing

radioactive contamination to some deqree, cithcr ziinglarly or "r combination.

The decontamination :apbility of each t.yp.c of process is discussed separately

below, with particular rvference to Lho six clemc-nts, barium, ceslum, iodine,

*Ov lanthanum, ruthenium ard s ontium.

a. Cheaical Coagulation

The most common coagulants in water treatneut, aluminum and iron salts,

form aluminum or ferric hydroxides which precipitate an floe. The chemical

floe acts as a= efficient scavenger by adcorb.ng, .r.trapping or otherwise

bringing together s\spended matter, particularly that which is colloidal in

nature. The artificial increase of the alkalinity in water may also form the

hydroxides of heary metals,. which co-precipitate with the altuminum or ferric

hydroxide.

Coagalation, followed by se'dimcntation, has been extensively studied by

ORNL ( 8 O) with rT.,,-tcd removals of only 36% and 514 for Cs and Sr, respectively.

It appears that the mothod is effective for the removal of suspended or colloidal

material ard for moat cations of valence 3, 5 or 5, including tha rare-earths

group. removals in excess of 98% have been reported for r-3 as the

orthophoophate(S 1 )(82)

RmFAoval of Ea, I and La by co4kgulatlon waa investigated by Lacy( 8 3 ) ,

with a matximum of 70.7% found for both a and Lal, but only 45% for I.

References begin on page 155.
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atlum"M (84 ) states that Ru can be removed -p to 9A by chemical

cogu at Ion.

b. Rnapid Srund Filtration

The saount of rnaioactivity removedi by filtration uill v-ry ... .. .

the nature of the mterial. Y end Zr, probably preset in the colloidal .ts'e,

were remcv" from ip tc 93$ by -nnd filtrzAtlon alone &s r-portel in a com-

prmhenEvit C¢.rL report ( 8 0 ) , whereae mnterials s-.ch as Sr (4%) an A ( OG)

pr,sCnt in tru.e solution, were not gri-tly reduced by p3*-va y throueh .izn,!

filters. Tbey furthe.r reported that Pa and I.n could be rr '.'-d up tj 9-,1- S..d

74%, respectively.

No data were reported on the removal of E or Rk by mr.pld z-inn

filt rat ion.

c. Ch]orir ation

Hannah, et al( 8 5) studiel various methods for the removal of ---13

from water, and found that small dosages of chlorine in the presence of 1-00 psa

activated carbon produced up to 80% removal. The authors (85) concludel that

the only effective method found for ixmoving 1-131 with materials rorally

av-ilable in water treatment plants involves chlorination followed by -deorptior.

of liberated iodine on activated carbon. The optim-m chlri:;e doEages were

qixite small, i.e., 0.05 to 0.1 ppm. The removal of 1-131 de-re.,;es to less

than ZO% when the dosuee of chlorine Increacez to ippn. Aherefore, normal

pre-Phlorir-tion emp.oyed by the water treatment plant could not te u(d for

iodir.e removal becanze the chlorine residuals would g(cn(riJlv exec-i tne re-

q±Arcd do.,nge for uctivity removul. Otable iodine, in do;'aid: gr.atcr thsa

0.01 ppm, Irhibit- I removal of 1-131 with chlorine and Ajua N'ichar A

(activated charcoal). Variation of plNi, achieved by a'ltr.g tlfuric acid .-r

ili'm hndroxide, was found to have little effect on the remo'al or lo'ie

by chlorine -n3 activated charcoal.



d. Lime-Soda Ash Softentng

Softening plants remove exces3ive anounts of scale-forming, soap-

consuming compounds, chiefly comprised of tL -atlon of calcium and ngnesium,

by the additi"n of Lime and soda ash whbch pre.ipitates calclu as a carbonate

and magnesium as a hydrate. Becaae of the sizilerity in the chemical incperties

between str'.at..um and calcium, the former !on is co-precipitated. For most

satisfactory removals of strontium, Poy. fourd that :cess dosages of both

lime and soda a-h were required. nRomval e-riciencies of 99.'1% (8er ) are

possible under favorable condtions. Other isotopes which ca-a be effectively

removed by the lime-soda ash are: Ba, Cd, Y, Sc, Zr and Nb. The removal of Ba

(99%) and La (90%) was reported ty McCauley, et al 7 OIML reported

that Ca could be removed by lime-soda softening, tut not effieiently (25%).

e. Slow SFand Filtration

Downing, et al (e ) re;orted that the elow :and fiilter was very

effective in the removal of radiostrontium in the first few days of operation,

but that the aiciency decreased rapidly azA essentially drops to zero at l4

days. In another paper, precented bq D3en, et ali. ), on experiments carried

out in the same Water Pollution Research Laboratory in Britain, the slow sand

filter appeared to be effective for only a few hours. The activity of the

effluent rose steadily and reached 30% of the initial (ufiltered) water in

one day, 70% in 2 days, and 95% after 7 days. Eden, et nl (90 ) also reported

that iodine was not efficiently (50%) removed by the slow sand filter.

2. Removal by Non-Conventional Treatme'.t Methods

Below are listed several methods of decontamination of water not

comunly employed in municipal treatment plants. Economic considerat .ons may

limit the use of mar of these methods, except in emergency cases.

a. Ion Exchange

A few water treatment plants use io= exchange a a softening measure.

Resins have been found to provide one of the wst effective methods of



p deconta~~ntion. $ver 7j1.9% revs! of Ba, Cai, Cc, Cs, 1, lai and over 94%

reoval of' P and ?.r wu f4uote-d by OKI~ ~a Amp-,jet ard Semmo

reported vork -uzirg mix.s4 bei1s. A d coitamir~ation factor of 10 4 to 10may be

ech4 tvtd if 1-:ukae j fj Itt 9te Lhe natural. genza.ds, used in

m!thods fcr rvjj, ,n4em-nt. the Qost mk r enjay-1 uiit.spreadI ippjji',ation izios zuiLp&1-'( rt-ganerati.- tedchnijues znrc developeti.

4 T.e p.-.:i:2lty or iL homie water sortenemp of athe Ion exchange~ typ~e,

comprehensive ctud%me~ ,,i' later by Ijcsbl' t, et al Based on the

theoretical2. iotdf:rttotj~j an vel. as uxJ~rlmental observationn, Nlesbitt

coiicL.'4el thrt. thc. weA.',)r1~"f'm of t,'. WC'mval of rudjoacivitZ are eprccipitatiom

nnd adsorptior.. r~.*bitt- vopr'atcd a 96% Utrcfnti-JA reimval. Mhe three variables

vhIch wert fG*.*iJ to vpj. Ihe gr~rtest ia!'luence on coa6g1tion viere pH,

i.Ico 'Tetr.t#lw, cj,'J jdphlite rotcAtratiom. Careful con.trol. of there

vp':-Iablvo vas~ Pinceusari L u,1 , htcve optiouni etrinti-rn rcavals.

T.inu aw1 -ct?uv,!h 0") porteci that L-x4 cost n~lt'-u-l yhospm~teu

could b.--4tJt pin vr -0.1m pho-tp*.nte. "Me authors rt-portcd that over

9iZA rew.virls *'r * i ltth '.hon'i Rineraa.

pcn .j:,-k&l of 9a8% for Ln rz-d 65% for R- hav.e been rcportul~

Xy MqCA.Lncm~~k (,--). ( . , )~~r~r onl . Of Cc~:.o U iuina



c. m~odifited coo.:,lation. and Ltme-SoJ-. Azh Sof't-:!rAg

At ke-Aut two modified coftg'lLtioa processes have t~n studied~, OZ Of

ia~h1 the corntinuotts additon of cisy. G:-c modification of th~e proce~s isI*-.11, a,-d1.t~on of i~ruL awxouts of -Ilver nitrate to inr~othe removil of

je-iAlrc. The rcmt of' 95.5% 1-131 has teen reported by Eden, et al.-

-zcf and de I.ag'.x-- (99 rcpoit r~'w.ra1v of 99.7% for -a. zr~d Ccw

fI o- ,%, -4heL coagj1Ftionl is v% ppleme~te ! Iy clq aldition. Casr .et81

jprg & li.t'-coda ash sof'tening prQc(-;s -,4-th tht additciofi. 1' iy, r,-:pc.rted

Tr*jA.CnLM rnmovalio of' 16%. Mhe remu-r2. of esi-m a,,eraige. 8-,% with clc-,y d-oscs

of* :?0 PPMD.I fl4 conducted laboratory Jar-tert wtudtez for the removal of7

rLd icrn.A te con4 .nminants by employing varioue, conr. etrationn5 of y%?,xrered

,,'mr~c,~opper, Iron1 and zin-,. -n geiieral, higheztA remo-nmls vere obtained

1 'lhLr.p-7k.fevtof32%o: rerpedn 9,pt-t art g re.fted to Silker N-Ifor removing. P, As, lMn, the rare earth met&a.8,

h.11 ~Et-i:ndes; from aequcoue col-Aixine by zecrrp',on on paticl.en of all-MndnIm Metal.

e. C]Ay Materials

Straub, et al (F. tAn other: reporltA~ the -.tc of varioJs

tyjppl of cia (kaolinte, n:tmorillor.1to nd thz-ILe) for the removal of

I-pt-A r1't-, rolloirotopes f ram wrt.er and %vacte zol:Atonat. *Ihe cla~ys vere found

t,)1,eeopolol-y -uitblei~ r th rmoval of Ca, Zr ocmi M. With thoS addition

j.b.tra a u lea ge vol-incs of7 olur-,mt be hand!(-- toth inlttially and as

gr 14)~ t~ yrlgcconditions ar,' suzh that fth(.ae ilcf may b

far'~ dispebeal ofti luddge. Stuiies have alco tee. ma-6)o the

-,@Ufc-yfrhg ee afcd:rr-1*yfx gsu:fcrdc-oop
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f. o'.dation-"eductio

This mxthod was especially designed to improve u removal. Ru.heium

is often present in the form of a nitrosyl-ruthenium cotiplcx which is difficult

to remve ty" czgu!Attom procedures. An approaeh to the problem, dercribed

(91)by Amphlett and Sammon , invclves pre-treatwert .',th an oxidizing agent to

destroy the rathenium complcxcs, io3L1-- LP. . a:.cium phocphate-ferrou

phosphate floe in the presence of ,e.FZt 3 to maIntala Lhe ruthenium in a
3

reduced form. As hig. as 99% of ruthenium was rrmvedi when 100 ppQ 1.0LM 3 was

used.

g. Fto~ins

A foam sepamrtio technique, tased on suracLe activity phenomena, was

recently developc.d by Radiation Appli:ztions, Inc., Lone Is3und City, Vev York 0').

A reduction of the concentration of r-dioactive strontibu-90 and cesium-137

from 10-5 to 10-12 molar in lor-level nuclear waste van claimed. The concen-

tration of the foaming agent is one of the most critical factors in determning

the separation factor (surface adsorption factor). A detailed discussion of

the theory as veL. an experimental ocesrvations of the foam separation technique

was presented by Schoen and ?azzella M.

LacyO) investigated the flotation process in 1957 and reported

removals of up to 78% for Ba-l4O-La-l.3, 85% for Cs-137, 74% for Ru and 68% for

Sr-90. These studies were conducted -zing cetylpyridlnium chloride as the sur-

face-active agent and fcaming by aeratLon.

3. LhergenSZ M-.thods for the Dec :.tn.ination of Radioactive Water

According to the literature, :'cr few emergency decontamination units

are now available for nraniclpal use, a!ihough the U.S. Ar!V has developed

several mobile unaits which could f ind vide app2ication for public use. Several

smaller decontamination units are co=.rcia2y available, most of which employ

ion exchange teehnlquen.

Ii

.. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... ... . 3 " ""..



Supplem. tary treatment to -%e conventional %-,ter treatm,,t pri):e.ses

i.-3-d probebly be the mos effizient mns af a'&p vr.I patable vater to a

1,rle L~mttr o'f people, follvina raAiaactivs . alm~nat.-ion of the vate~r.

a. Wi~ lCize tecontami-Aiat ;,ltAc

Wo;i.'-rar and Prbtek 1 ruport o: an i~ja cxzh7!-e pr. ,eq tnut nTy be

uftI to rqippem,:nt the rormal water treatwnt An ian ex: -~

cz.'~L- th.e fcrm of a car-.ridee t.: inz#-ttei irt. ie :y~tprn, . 1-2 dL:pzed

ra Jt~ii-khr a fvccu'. Th', x'p ct' x- ria vIi var; ~'r to 14.

tim. &Cter *kt.-rvtior. that i-he water will. p LY . A mitxu-I-b(I;:eA

-j't.e fr-~..tr due to the deCal CC LQ1xt-ltvAdidO~lI

r.e2ife oC va~h IoZ cartr!4ie will dpcrd -i;: -&O~ cied pre:.-.t.

At, * lAz~e, centra2y o~ai~t.i, -Ia:ont-.rdn Lt ion irnttzr: ore

e.:nr.3lcal, ,;nballer de tralize~l ,c.its b? preferable no, the p-abe

.f vatcr JiAtrIbitioni vould be e .n.

b. Ytcll Deuottamir'attm xA.

Thf .. AMw (M)) hae levilpei mvr1 iblle decnntfrmnation

* .uLt'.s prImm~Ily, ±or ue by troops in thrv field, bu4:- th.7e co-J.& als-o be to

c.pplj water foi sami popidation group5 ini~a. of %-\.Imr attack. Cte cuch

A7-It iz compelijed or a flolculator, fiter Ival-te3. toa e-x,,hrn~g .:oA~lu

uz f 4.;lcrlrratox. The entire tiL Is y.tdor. t-vo 2..lf2 ton tm 'Ks. A

1,5n) ah o,4p'It In ob-ainable. Peg-).e-atiori ot tIv ion £x.:hr-nee i-oIna is

tft-.,ted by hydrochlorlc acid and Eod-A ash.

a Pvhii kA taobo.n C.r4uz.,yf l for tn. &:t'zra z' of r o v



* 'fter. me =.I~t coctgct af a ted1 of A--erlte resic !-S-3 Cui-12c a ; PA-4-101

amd in capob2.e or vroain 10 galU-c-s o: rater of tr~ple dlsttUe! 4.y

A d.-c: ed c ty ier *±2 er Z~xrjs on i t f t

- o'1 of stee:-z*oo2: b:zm c-'%- d actlv:-t.d clbon!m oleco- .a

trinm!r~rttioa. vhcrc .y the i~trIs pas.'ed thlrcue. a colx~z= of' rt'.itu =r-tz L2

.nuch a3 ilty, !Qaves, h-imw, grav-el a:,d twid. P-isa:' over 9Y

rt-pcl-te4. '."e pr~blem vixadl be to Obtain ur.corma-minate- =iterl.%ts f z-'n

,4 en~vir-omn;. for urc In cxh a ca-=

Discuc a-, iCon ±-.ioz.s

Th.e mora importa~t rodiol.-otope., tha, P~ppctlr imnitflaLV ir- ccr'jjiflAnted

iw.t(-r are Ba, Ca, 1, Li, !Ru ar.d Sr. XToraratory data Ldicate that tto

1!ltion, lime-codji ash enort nirg, ard na--d filtration, is c-pable c:7 riWtingf

99% irtronitium. "Z11e rvwrval of 9j( iodine~ ce~n bte acco~p11rhed by t*he wI'Jltion

Of 311v~ ions. 864 jeasluja -. n be re--,vcd by the l,1wJ-..vL'1 ash P~ .r.'O:!odlU*O

whcn, proper anxot, of clay ar- ad4ti.

The i:'*~T1-!ex, of groos ucti.ity remoal 11'2a Ea-al.V 07 rtld

7 lPLvnt cuole ope.v to. lh ower plant rce-.e efficienciecp N1

comV--rlson to ttc cIrotr' regculta, arb' .;e to r fA r C tz T.'I

tdvMt: (a) OrIy Onec or tvo deconturdrrtlon pruc,:aue;n, J I~ hojc2f~"~

-r,- riployL'd by the .tauM vate:r trc .t;r.:.rjf; P.&t, W11 t*.c z t1 'ri.Ir3

maly rot beorwl.c~ I' (b) In t:-~ltetrth,' r' !oct±ve 'iI LX

n1.*pr-r.r; I. thn furm 'ti' a'i:ple ;nI4.. T-i contr-.it,, thu r d~c,f I'l



rt-trlasI3 reah thet vater treetmuet plet ar--e .a-rn!Iy believe,4 to be in

r~mc~lfor--, Qvhich a-. more diffica.t to rui've beetaujc the portilon .hich is

* .d2dremvel has e~2.ieaij' b e7 eli nm!XLteA by nat.Lm.ra dconatI-ation

m-.&nisuwz teIare rr-acbUtng the warter plant. Setter Kttz4 cU.lated that

t~lo,4tgr 'she uztivity has beea s*uoje,:ted to njtzi. p';.ification, The more

jiiIt is i to rem've th.e remaining zolile artlvity by t.,oag.*lation.

xldb-- poirnte'i o-.t here that t)'e d, -orntsmintio: dntu :pr±

In. the lIrtic -oth ou ;torator,- ExA plant scal~e, arv- lvasci ar or of' the

folloo th--e Ecutrcee of redioactivity:

(1) ade radioactive asits
(2 l-v.-.avel radioa,:tivity vaste
(3 lo:Lq-rene (i-orl-!--.iee) fallout f'rom atomic tomb tveat3

T?-e cherl-a~l and physical. c*:' r-ctericf.Li- of itveMaterials fro.'a

tin~y of the a~ov so-.u-es is ditfferent from that yr- nent ir local fallout. Thai

L4-.er i* eaarazterizfd by Its low seter cz.ttubill .y of 1% to 4% in c0Dmpart30fl

ta the 54 or higher sok..bility off r'-lioactive m.ttrials of the ab.e three

categorie3. Lad uwater solubility~ get.,ra2V will lncrce.re the removal, of looal

tsfl1out * Y .zcnventicrn. 6-ater wratr t !ods which ara efficient ir deailing

with partLiu1.ata or celloi! materialz.

-11- zf&xlm-= decontbraination Ca':tor for e.ah of six s-Icc' ed elements

atofft ar 2.i~td in Table X. ThI~c val~ij are baccd on tha best avallav2.e data,

n te literati=. it is einpht-s~::ed thEA the perzerLage of rumoval, is greatly

d-:penivt oz the tchemier-i fozm sui,4hsia state~ of the ro1'wvtive c-!e1;t as

ve- sthe cncer-tratio or 'the tr--atinedt c4,1tivei; qmd other ral-ited coriitlond

s.-,h a: p71-I tempratur.. of the unter. As L~ Cxhmzple of thO dCCOntauiiubtion

Vz.zt ra~-ar-- to rvduce activity to 'he ?4~,baitei on hypthetical
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Tnble X

t-ximum Decont~. iatlon Yac'ors Peported !n the Litet -- r :or ScIcc.ed .
Deconta.ai

nuti~m Decontamination Factors (D.F.) and . ces
Method B%-IhO Cs-137 T-131 ts-14o 7'-io6 Sr-8 9,90

I. Chemical 3.4 1.5 1.8 3.4 1 2.0Coagulaion (83) (0o) (83) (85) ((

2. Lime-Sod& lO 1.3 10 1 3.3 x 1:'Softening (87) (88) (87) (so)
3. Rapid Sand 2 x 101 2 NR 3.8 3. 1.OL

Filtration (80) (8o) (80) (&,)
4. Io1)0 103 103 3.3 x 1

Exchange (80) (80) (91) (80) 8.)
3. Phocnphate 3.2 1.5 N x. LO 1-7 4.5 xCoagulation (d) (97) (84) (34) (9'.
6. cLay hR 5x101  1.2 IM _KR x 101

(80) 80) (91)7. Metalic NR , 1.6 HR R
Dust$ (80)

8. Coagulation v/ rR 2.2 RR
Silver Ions (96)

9. Oxidation. ITR IHR ?R F0R
RMduction (91)

10, Coagulation 3.3 x 101 3.3 x 10 IR 3.5 IM
with Clay (99) (99) (99)

11. Lime Soda IIR 7.1 VIR hR 4.2 1I
with Clay (97) (97)

I". Foaming 4.5 6.7 lI 4.5 3.9 3.1
(Flotation) (109) (109) (109) (109) (10)

13. Slow Sand UR !M 2 HfR .NR
Filtration (90)

NTotes:

(1) Percent Removal 1 100 . (, -,)00

(2) R i not reported lu literature reviewel

!4- .*. *



., . of the Sprtngrqe.d, .t~as. watershed (as reported elsewhert in

t*.la rrpze.), Table XI vus prepared. It Is apparent from thio tool, that ion

iz .ag.ie :-L the o4Y nj:e deconta±natiou process that vLU adequately remove

trA xinj2L f-or.entration repoj-.d for the slx celected Isotop~ a that a~

;t:-eaG .-- :i adejuately remove t.he r.FxLcrm radiocontamnant, namely 1-131.

I
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